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———— i = i Amputations Reduced. This new surgical clamp, hand- 
> \ ES e | ' - 4 | - Vi made of sanitary corrosion-resistant Stainless Steel, can 

1 Bw) ee Ee Cs zrasp a human blood vessel or artery firmly during a 
Te ¥ ‘ fe vf a A - vs . a > delicate operation without injuring the vessel wall. This 

— i i al. 2@/) /. stainless steel clamp has helped to reduce substantially 
x Ms y \ y be f | \ a ~ °2 the number of amputations resulting from war wounds. 
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i ss cc lt Handkerchief Test proves that you can’t beat this drum 
_ for cleanliness! Rub a clean handkerchief briskly around 

Visitor from Outer Space? No, despite its strange, other-worldly appearance, the inside of a USS Drum. The handkerchief stays clean. 
this is no product of extra-terrestrial intelligence, no flying saucer. It’s a No grease, dirt, scale or rust show up to contaminate 

perfectly practical, very down-to-earth catalyst collector in a large petroleum drum contents. Why? Because of a new U.S. Steel process 
refinery. Noteworthy, however, is the extensive use of USS Stainless Steel in that results in drums absolutely clean, completely scale- 
its fabrication . . . to provide corrosion resistance combined with great strength. free, fully rust inhibited. 

fy _@ OPPORTUNITIES witH U.S. STEEL 

fe. 8 FX | If you’re thinking about what you’re States Steel. Your placement director 
Fp Fy ee ee going to do after graduation . .. if can give you more details, or we’ll be 
Po | you’re interested in a challenging, re- glad to send you the informative book- 

et w meh warding position with a progressive let, ‘Paths of Opportunity.” United 
\ et. company ... then it will pay you to States Steel Corporation, 525 William 

ee ae look into the opportunities with United Penn Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. 

¢ SIEEL <, 
ary 

This trade-mark is your guide to quality steel U N | T E D S TAT E S S T E E L 

For further information on any product mentioned in this advertisement, write United States Stéel, 525 William Penn Place, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

AMERICAN BRIDGE . . AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE and CYCLONE FENCE . . COLUMBIA-GENEVA STEEL . . CONSOLIDATED WESTERN STEEL . . GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING . . NATIONAL TUBE 

OIL WELL SUPPLY .. TENNESSEE COAL & IRON . . UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS . . UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY .- . Divisions of UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION, PITTSBURGH 
UNITED STATES STEEL HOMES, INC. + UNION SUPPLY COMPANY + UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY * UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY 4-622
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E can’t promise you college scenery Add this to GM’s wealth of equipment and 

\ at General Motors. resources—our wide variety of engineering 

But as a graduate engineer you can find a activities—and you can see why opportunity 

lot of things at GM to remind you of college at GM is as high, wide and handsome as you 

days—more important than elms or ivy. have the ability to make it. 

You'll find men to work with and to work Why ner dequest yout College Rlaneuent 
under who have as deep a faith in science, Officer to arrange an interview with our GM 

1 . College Representative, the next time he 
and the contributions science can make to _ : . 
human welfare, as your own college visits your campus. Or write us directly. 

> 

professor. 

You'll find an atmosphere congenial to the GM positions now available 

scientific mind as is the atmosphere of your in these fields 

own engineering school. 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 

For General Motors believes that only in this METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING 
. ‘ 5 5 CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 

kind os intellectual climate can an engineer cERGrRIGAT ENGINEFRING 

function at his best. And thus best help INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING 

General Motors in its continuing pursuit of BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 

more and better things for more people. 

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION 
Personnel Staff, Detroit 2, Michigan 

APRIL, 1954 1
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THIS IS SYLVANIA... 

BIG ...diversi fied... 

THE IDEAL ENVIRONMENT FOR YOUNG ENGINEERS 

In 1953, Sylvania’s 40 plants in eleven states pro- make Sylvania, a company of young men where the 
duced upwards of $300 million worth of products executive level averages 45 years of age, an ideal 
in more than sixty categories of lighting, radio. place to build a satisfying career in engineering. 
television and electronics equipment. 

For detailed information, see your College Place- 

This year will see the completion of additional a Office or ped for our Ps ocre, 
new plants and laboratories, as another phase of a ‘Site and 5 Tanke wh "lovee » by writing 
continuing expansion program which has doubled to supervisor of technical Employment. 

plant, and equipment in the past few yearse Opportunities, too, at Sylvania’s 

16 research and development laboratories. 

As a graduate engineer, you'll naturally find a 
wide range of opportunities in every phase of 
engineering at Sylvania. And you'll find yourself 
making rapid headway as the company continues to 
add new facilities, new fields. yy 

A stimulating atmosphere of accomplishment and Sylvania Electric Products Inc. 
opportunity — plus size, growth, and diversity — 1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y. 

LIGHTING s RADIO s ELECTRONICS ° TELEVISION 

2 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER
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enfe I e |W of every 8 Phillips Employees is 
a Technical Graduate el aa uf 167 

200] <LECTRICAL ENGINEERS 
The broader the diversification of an oil company, the greater d PETROLEUM ENGINEERS 
is the need for specialized technical talent. Which explains why : | 247] oe 
Phillips Petroleum Company has well over 2,700 technical grad- f a Be 
uates among its more than 22,000 employees. SEOLoGists ae 

Some of these scientists and engineers work constantly to pro- _ am 
duce and improve our automotive fuels and lubricants. Others b / 46e ay 
are engaged in the development and manufacture of such widely b . ae 
diversified products as carbon black, butadiene, chemical fertili- | ok 
zers, synthetic rubber, sulfur compounds and chemicals used in i oe 
synthetic fibers. C he 

With this technical talent constantly studying the world’s cS p 
most versatile raw materials—crude oil and natural gas—pros- +] Pod 
pects are good for the still further diversification of Phillips oper- 669 
ations and markets. 

2,768 

Phill 
we oe Bartlesville, Oklahoma 

<M SR OY ~We Put the Power of Petroleum at America’s Service 
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To be successful, a product "Ue 
design must first be simple Mee = ‘ 

.--inexpensive to produce. 5 re O N 5 N E N e N E " 

HOW TO ELIMINATE — 

COSTLY OPERATIONS  % Thea F, “ WHe... 

Boo any design is acceptable, ey . 
methods and costs of production 

are carefully studied. Every needless Last year a class in city planning conducted by Professor L. F. 
expense in material and machinery is Rader and Mr. W. M. Haas of the Civil Engineering Department 
eliminated to meet price demands of took as his project the design of a mall for the School of Engi- 

a P neering campus. The rendering on the cover is the work of one of 
competition. the students—A. Sidney Malbon. His design follows through from 

By using steel instead of cast iron, Ag Mall directly across University Avenue to the front of what 
substantial savings in material can be eventually is to be one large new Engineering Building. 

realized. Steel is three times stronger, University Avenue is the street at the far left. The diagonal right- 
2% times as rigid as iron. As a result, of-way is the present railroad track. The completed new Engineer- 
only one-half to one-third the amount ing Building is located on the far right. 

of metal is needed with steel. Also, 

steel costs only one-third the price of 
iron, pound for pound. Articles 

In manufacture, welded steel com- 

ponents can be produced ea at an PROTECT YOUR INVENTION. . .... . . 16 
average of 50% less cost. Production Ken Kulik, m’56 
methods are simpler .. . fewer man- 
hours are involved with arc welding. ORLON AND DACRON .... 2... . 17 

With welded steel construction, Robert A. Hentges, ch’55 
ultimate savings are limited only by 
the ingenuity of the designer. For this FREEWAYS ARE THEY ECONOMICAL? . . . . 20 

+ Richard White, °55 
reason, every product engineer needs 
to keep in step with the rapid prog- 

: cas : INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING ....... . 22 
Pessip low cost manufacturing with R. L. Daggett, Associate Professor oj Mechanical 
arc welding. Engineering, University of Wisconsin 

’ ae : ELECTRONIC PHOTOGRAPHY ...... . 24 
A r \ eo Richard Paske, &56 

{> - So DRY LAND SUBMARINE — ATOMIC POWERED . 30 
.* ge ee Gene Worscheck, m’55 

ow 2 Drees 

ge STATE NEWS... 2... 2.2... 4. 10 

: y hae EDITORIAL . 2... ee ee ee ee ee OS 
; ing A ew ‘er Oral 

——— : 0) SCIENCE HIGHLIGHTS ........- . 26 
Motor Swing Base is fabricated at low cost John DuBois, e36 
Srom tubing and steelplate. Weldsaremade 
with" biddemate” process in agglomerated. W.S.P.E. to . 28 
flux, using Manual Lincolnweld. "lon Baumgartner, ch’56 . . sts 

DESIGN AIDS FOR LOW COST ENGINEERING INSTITUTES ...... . . 34 
Principles of designing or converting existing 

products in welded steel are presented in Lincoln ENGINE-EARS . ... . 2. ee ee ew ee 40 
Weldesign Manual available at nominal cost for Larry McCormick, ch’55 

hours of study. Write for free design bulletins to 

SO YOU THINK YOU’RE SMART .... . . 56 

THE LINCOLN ELECTRIC COMPANY ALUMNI NOTES. oe 
Cleveland 17, Ohio Richard White, ¢55 

THE WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF 
ARC WELDING EQUIPMENT STATIC eG we ae ee Rw Oe ww we we & BZ 
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——— is 

Q) 
Al . SREY . 

Business Staff & y y Kr Editorial Staff 
G CO 

SS 
Business Manager act Editor 

PRESTON KOENTOP | JACK BINNING 

e 
e 

. . Associate Editor 
Associate Business Manager Ricuarp Grori, e’55 

Rosert Koun 

Associate Editor 

Local Advertising Manager KNEELAND GODFREY, ¢’55 
’ CLARENCE REIDER, c’55 Story Editors 

Gene WorscHECK, m’55 

National Advertising Manager ELZaBeTH Jackson, ¢’54 
> CarROLL Ranps, m’55 Copy Editor 

Ropert HeEntces, ch’55 

Circulation Manager 
Nett Joxnson, c’54 Photography Editor 

: Dave DAUTERMAN, ¢755 

STAFF Layout Editor 

Ricuarp Bonp, m’55 DonaLp Epwarps, m’55 

Joun RapkeE, ch’56 
GEORGE KNUDSEN, m’55 STAFF 

ee Beets. eee Ronatp Parkinson, ch’55 

JAMES CHERWINKA, ch’56 RONALD SCHROEDER, m’57 

DonaLp HAARMANN, ¢’55 
Barciay GILPIN, m’57 e 

e Department Editors 

Science Highlights .... feces JOhn DuBois, &’56 

| W: Ke ey eo Alumni Notes: concocsnunninnnnnnnennnnen Richard White, 0°55 
| Board 0 rectors WS. PLE. oes eeceeecceeeeeeeeeeeseeeessseeeeessstessmeessesseeeeee Jon Baumgartner, ch’56 

| e 
Entered as second class matter September 26. 1910, at the Post Office 
at Madison, Wisconsin. under the Act of March 3, 1879. Acceptance 

MEMBER OF for mailing at a special rate of postage provided for in Section 1103, 
ENGINEERING COLLEGE MAGAZINES ASSOCIATED Act of Oct. 3, 1917, authorized Oct. 21, 1918. 

Chairman: Publishers’ Representative: Published monthly from October to May inclusive by the 
Eros oR OE ets Jr. TOT ee eee ree Inc. Wisconsin Engineering i ournal Association, 331 Mechanical 
Towa City, Iowa 605 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago Engineering Building, Madison 6, Wisconsin. 

A ticle herei b sie ided d ditty Subscription Price : 
ny article herein may be reprinted provided due credit is given, ex- 

cept where republication rights are expressly reserved by the author. $1.00 PER YEAR . SINGLE COPY 25c 
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NORTH AMERICAN HAS BUILT MORE AIRPLANES THAN ANY OTHER: COMPANY IN THE WORLD 
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First of the true tri-sonic fighters, the new F-100 Super Sabre flies 
faster than the speed of sound in normal, level flight. Far advanced beyond any 

fighter now in production, the F-100 Super Sabre was designed and 
built by North American to meet our nation’s need for aircraft with 

over-all weapon effectiveness—a balanced combination of productiblity ... 
pilot safety ... superior speed... fighting capacity. 

With the new Super Sabre North American Aviation completes its 50,000th 
airplane... accounting for more than 1 out of every 10 airplanes 

built in America since the Wright Brothers first flew. If you are planning 
to enter the engineering profession, North American can offer you 

/ excellent career opportunities in airframe design, guided missile 
development, propulsion system design, electronic systems 

; or atomic energy research and development. 

' North American welcomes your inquiry concerning 
y | your future career in the aircraft industry. 

y A | %& Contact: Your College placement office or write: 
ys a NN North American Engineering Personnel Office: 

ro Ann 5701 West 12214 South 
< | <— Imperial Highway, Columbus 6, Ohio Lakewood Blvd., 

ye 2 Los Angeles Downey, California 
ye ra ns 

-_ i organization, facilities and ° eye nN { exerience keep [North American Aviation years ahead AG 
: in aircraft ... guided missiles...electronics... atomic energy ... research and development 

6 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER



Career ii 
a 

Opportunities WW 

There’s a future for you seniors of 1954 at The _ 
Detroit Edison Company—a career opportunity  - 
best described by the fact that many of the execu- - : 
tives in the organization at this time began their 7 
climb to success in positions similar to those 
offered graduates today. There are important 
jobs to be done in Power System Engineering; 
Engineering Planning, Design and Construction; 

Research. / : 

When you join Detroit Edison, you are assured : 
every opportunity to fit into the job you like best 
—and, once there, you will be encouraged to OO _ 
advance as rapidly as your ability and energy will _ 
carry you. _ 

Detroit Edison is a fast-growing electric utility  . 
company. In the past year we started up two —t—™ _ 
turbine generators at our new St. Clair Power —se - _ | 
Plant and broke ground for our sixth major power —SOr—™_O_OitCN _ 
plant, River Rouge, where the world’s largest  —  ~=C—sC  . 
steam turbine generators will be installed. We also _ ~=—U _ 
moved forward with atomic energy research to be .  # #3737;=&z CD 
ready for the time when this great new power CSOs  . 
resource can be utilized by the electric industry.  ~—r—e—eSsS—Sh 

To you young men thinking about your careers,  ~—r—SsO _. 
expansion like this is heartening evidence of ever-  ~ —e Oe 
growing opportunities for advancement. Detroit Ce 
Edison offers a firm foundation on which to build . 
a career. You may find just what you want in this rt 
thriving electric company. L =e 

Drop in and see us when you’re in Detroit; or  ~—r—eE 

THE DETROIT EDISON COMPANY fGamormav) — DETROIT EDISON | 7. i 
2000 Second Avenue, | 9999 77 9 | 7 
Detroit 26, Michigan | = a) bole ae : Be Bl 

For the full story of career oppor- Ff , | f bee 4 
tunities at Detroit Edison, simply call Pd fo a i A\ , oo. 
or write for a free copy of this new rte | (6g 
booklet, “Detroit Edison Engineering.” all ; \\ 

5 3 

A. 
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Leute Flop nuts Rollpins 
| - 

ee | (/ 4 

j : ga fei. I a” Am ‘Wy 

“I: LIF 
HEX NUT Weert HIGH TENSILE NUT I i f os Lf 

EEG i so (we Ag 
7 Wee iy eA a I " ) fg Y fe 

a MA i 1 hy A 4 =A y 1 Se ep Von F A, f) 

ie SPLINE NUT oy \ &), 
». / Va» 

Ty as 7! dia. from 1/16” to 1/2” 

SUINCH NUT 1200° F, HIGH-TEMP. NUT 
or Kael 

"Gia - Av weg I Rollpins are slotted, tubular steel, pressed-fit pins 
are Ao hes | : : ey 
- fa ? ie WG iy | with chamfered ends. They drive easily into holes 

rr : =: — I drilled to normal tolerances, compressing as driven. 
“ f a. . 3 : . 

- \ oss iP I Extra assembly steps like hole reaming or peening 

oe GANG ! are eliminated. Rollpins lock in place, yet are read- 

CHANNEL NUTS ELOATING:ANGHOR!NUT | ily removed with a punch and may be reused. 

A ‘ Cut assembly costs by using Rollpins as set 
Every major aircraft now being assembled relies on the ti y d | & te ; 

vibration-proof holding power of ELASTIC STOP nuts. | screws, positioning cowels, clevis or HnBe (Puls. 
Only ESNA manufactures a complete line of all types | Specify them in place of straight, serrated, tapered 
and sizes of self-locking nuts. I or cotter type pins. 

(Es -@j, ELASTIC STOP NUT CORPORATION gO Sin 
oil ‘a OF AMERICA Tanne 

CE EE ES SS SS SS eee 

a ee nee ee ee mre _ Elastic Stop Nut Corporation of America I 

— OIL | Dept. N34-152, 2330 Vauxhall Road, Union, N. J. | 

oo. 4 Please send me the following free fastening information: 

i. ¢ 0 Elastic Stop Nut Bulletin 0 Here is a drawing of our I 

— Wb DO Rollpin Bulletin product. What fastener would I 

_ e 1 AN-ESNA Conversion Chart you suggest? I 

oe 4. Street. one ee I 

So Boe LL LLL LLL LLL LLL LLL Ld 
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“Within the next ten years”, says William R. Parlett, young the product sales divisions and then in a district sales office. 

Worthington Sales Engineer, “many of the officers of the —_ After obtaining sufficient product knowledge and sales training, 

| corporation, district office sales managers and top salesmen _I was ready to sell directly to industry. As more important 

will be retired. sales assignments are available, I feel I will progress in propor- 

“Appreciating the fact that someone must fill these jobs, tion to my own development and sales performance. 

| our management is striving to develop capable leadership “As a Worthington salesman I contact a class of trade with 

among the younger men of the corporation. which it is a pleasure to do business. The company’s reputation 

“As a prospective Worthington Sales Engineer, I received _is a key to a welcome reception by my customers. 

| several months of classroom instruction by works managers, “T have found that with Worthington you have job satisfac- 

| top sales personnel and application engineers at all of the tion, adequate compensation, and unlimited opportunity.” 

| Worthington plants. The background I obtained was a sound When you’re thinking of a good job, think Aigh—think 

basis for further development and learning gained in one of Worthington. 36 

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, see your College L [ es ; 
Placement Bureau or write to the Personnel and Training — Ei ICCC 
Department, Worthington Corporation, Harrison, N. J. Co _— _ , 
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In and Around 

The Great State of 

Wisconsin to Get Stevens Point Promotes New Industry 
Westinghouse Network Calculator January 4 marked the start of a concentrated campaign 

A network calculator will be installed at the University by the Stevens Point Industrial Development Committee 
of Wisconsin as a gift from the Wisconsin Utilities Asso- directed to the attention of industries with expansion and 

ciation, it has been announced. The calculator, the only relocation on their schedules. The campaign is based on 

one of its kind in the state, will enable its users to solve! the results of a recent survey made of the industrial po- 

many complex power system problems. tential of Stevens Point. This study brought to light the 

In addition to the gift of the calculator, a group of As- advantages of abundant labor, choice plant sites, excel- 

sociation companies will pay for its use and operation. lent transportation, easy accessibility to major midwest 
These firms include: Wisconsin Electric Power Company; markets, low-cost utilities, recreational and educational 

Wisconsin Public Service Corporation; Wisconsin Power facilities and many other benefits to be found in this 

and Light Company; Madison Gas and Electric Com- central Wisconsin city. 
pany; Northern States Power Company of Wisconsin; This campaign answers a question which had long been 

Lake Superior District Power Company; and Allis: Chal- on the minds of many forward thinking businessmen of 

mer Manufacturing Company. Stevens Point. Their question: “How can we best attract 

The calculator, valued at $240,000 installed, will be "EW industries to Stevens Point?” 
built by the Westinghouse Electric Corporation. It will The first step these men took toward answering the 

be made available to engineering students and research question was to join together forming the Stevens Point 

workers, to members of the Wisconsin Utilities Associa- Industrial Development Committee and selecting K. B. 

tion, and to all public utilities and industries in the state. Willett, vice-president of Hardware Mutuals Insurance 

The calculator is scheduled to be ready for operation Companies, as their president. The next step involved 

in the University’s new-engineering building within two Senting: MB = plan of SeHOR: te get nUstEIEs fo as = 
Stevens Point. The Committee spent considerable time 

years. . . 
and effort formulating the course of action to be taken, 

. . and as a result of their study they decided to use a “pack- 

Electric Welding Conference age promotion.” As Mr. Willett states, “This well thought 
In Milwaukee out promotion eliminates the trial and error methods used 

The fourth conference on Electric Welding under the by so many other cities in their attempt to accomplish the 

sponsorship of the American Institute of Electrical Engi- same results. There is sound thinking and reasoning in this 

neers in cooperation with the American Welding Society, plan, and it stands a good chance of achieving our goal.” 

has been scheduled for Milwaukee (Wisconsin) on May The Committee had a complete study made by Sherrill- 

19, 20 and 21 (1954) at Hotel Schroeder. The confer- Noonan, Inc.; they located the best plant sites, got the 

ence is being arranged by the AIEE Committee on Elec- most up-to-date facts and figures on the availability of 
tric Welding. A full program of papers on electric weld- labor, skills, utility rates, rail, air and highway transpor- 

ing and inspection of welding processes in Milwaukee tation facilities, everything an industry would want to 
plants will feature the three day meeting. know about. They laid out a plan to help prospective in- 

E. J. Limpel of A. O. Smith Corporation, Milwaukee, dustry in locating and securing the site, designing the 

and Chairman of the AIEE Committee on Electric Weld- building, grading the land, constructing the building, and 

ing, will be in charge of the 1954 meeting. His executive obtaining necessary utility and transportation facilities, all 

committee consists of the following: within a guaranteed completion date and guaranteed-cost 

Papers, A. U. Welch, General Electric Company of lease. 

York, Pennsylvania; publications, H. W. Tietze, Public A complete advertising campaign directed to an audi- 

Service Electric & Gas Co. of Newark, New Jersey; pub- ence of business executives, stressing the advantages of- 
licity, R. E. Young of Public Service Company of Kan- fered by Stevens Point, will appear in leading industrial 

kakee, Illinois; secretary, R. J. Krieger, Titanium Metals and. business publications. A weekly, direct mail promo- 

Corporation of America of Henderson, Nevada; confer- tion will supplement the space advertising. Illustrated bro- 
ence treasurer, C. E. Pflug, Nash Motors Division, Nash chures filled with factual information will be sent to all 

Kelvinator Corporation of Kenosha, Wisconsin; local those who request them. The W. H. Long Co., York, Pa., 

chairman, J. W. Brown, Square D Company of Milwau- is the advertising agency handling this complete advertis- 
kee. ing program. 
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@ Robert (Bob) McNew was graduated from attenuation of a turbo-prop engine test cell. 
Purdue University in 1950 with a B.S. in Equipment includes the latest type of general 
“double E.” radio sound-level meter and octave-band noise 

He came to Allison the next year and cur- analyzer, and the magnecord tape recorder. 
rently is in the Instrumentation group, Elec- The Allison equipment for instrumentation 
tronics and Parts Test Department. and testing is of the best. These complete facili- 

It’s partly through his efforts that Allison has ties offer the young graduate engineer every 
enjoyed considerable success in reducing noise opportunity for applying—and expanding—his 
conditions affecting both in-plant employes, as technical training in his chosen field of engi- 
well as residents living in the vicinity of the neering. 
Allison plants in Indianapolis. For example, , 2 ® 
noise coming from turbo-jet engines while on Allison, a leader in the field of turbine engine 

test stands now is being reduced in intensity by design and production, needs young engineers 
a ratio of 100,000 to 1 before it reaches the with degrees in Mechanical Engineering, Elec- 
outside of the test cells. trical Engineering, Aeronautical Engineering 

In the photo above, Bob is adjusting the and Industrial Engineering. Right now—while 
sound level indicating and recording instru- you’re still in school—it isn’t too early to plan 
ments in preparation for measuring the silencer for your engineering career at Allison. 

For further information about YOUR engineering career at ALLISON, discuss it with your Placement 

Counselor and arrange for an early interview with the ALLISON representative the next time he visits your 
campus. Or, write now for further information: R. G. Greenwood, Engineering College Contact, Allison 

Division, General Motors Corporation, Indianapolis 6, Indiana. 

a e e 

C7¢ DIVISION, GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION © Indianapolis, Ind. 
Design, development and production—high power TURBINE ENGINES for modern aircraft .. . 

heavy duty TRANSMISSIONS for Ordnance and Commercial vehicles . . . DIESEL LOCOMOTIVE 
PARTS ... PRECISION BEARINGS for aircraft, Diesel locomotives and special application. 
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A thrifticheck checking account can be 
opened with any amount. No minimum bal- 
ance is required. You pay enly a few cents 
per check, in books of 20 checks, with your 
name printed on each. There is no charge 
for deposits or statements, no monthly serv- 
ice charge. No added charges of any kind. 

CY : e 

DIME LRCOIEN Zit Sine Bank. 
, 905 UNIVERSITY AVENUE 

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
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i i h bj important wire on a hot subject... 

Even at temperatures of 1500°— _at these high speeds and tempera- 

speeds of 12,000 rpm—this tiny _ tures. It required the development 

wire grid reports to our engineers of improved cements, instrumenta- 

on the strains in jet turbine blades. _ tion, slip rings .. . new application 
It gives them accurate measure- techniques and calibration curves. 

ments ot caleuiating sca Nothing can be left to chance 

caused by resonance and flutter. in the design of aircraft engines 

This basic information, in turn, for supersonic flight. Thus we use 

permits the design of blades that —and frequently improve on — 
combine the optimum aerodynam- —°V€TY advanced technique and en- 

ic characteristics with structural  8'7€eT ng tool. This straight-for- 
integrity. ward approach to engineering 

problems is one of the reasons 

Strain gages are not new. But many outstanding engineering 

our engineers had to advance the graduates decide on a career at 

art considerably to get readings Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. 

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT 
Division of United Aircraft Corporation 

East Hartford 8, Connecticut 
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Spires of industry rise above the woods and fields of Kershaw County, South Carolina, where E. I. 
duPont de Nemours & Company has built the first full-scale commercial plant for manufacturing “Or- 
lon” acrylic fiber in the world. Above are units for recovering essential materials for re-use in the process. 
See the story on “Orlon and Dacron” on page 17. 

| 
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Tau Beta Pi is an all-engineering honorary association. It selects its 

membership from the scholastically outstanding male students in all branches 
of engineering. This year, the Wisconsin Chapter of Tau Beta Pi was asked 

to decide whether they wished their constitution to be amended so as to allow 
women to join the association. The Wisconsin Chapter instructed their con- 

vention delegate to vote “No!”; but despite themselves, the convention, for 

the first time in history, decided “Yes!” The next step in a constitutional 

change required ratification by three-quarters of the active members. Again, 

the Wisconsin Chapter countered, almost to a man, with a resounding “No.” 

| I then asked the members to kindly explain this overpowering expression 

of dislike for the female species. This explanation is presented her by Fred 
Culver, Tau Beta Pi President and convention delegate from the Wisconsin 

Chapter. I have presented the minority viewpoint. 

Because of this recent turn of events in the question of mem- Past initiation procedure of this chapter has placed complete 
bership for women there has been quite a bit of discussion both emphasis on scholarship, and virtually no consideration has been 
pro and con among the members. Now, not wanting the Asso- given to personality or outside activities. It is in every sense a 
ciation of Tau Beta Pi branded as being misogynistic, I would scholastic honor society. And yet, this same organization has put 
like to present a few of the arguments against the admission of aside scholastic considerations and overwhelmingly voted NOT to 
women, allow women to become members. In the two years in which I have 

. . . been associated with Tau Beta Pi, I have never seen any actual 
The first argument stems from a questionnaire sent to 150 consideration given to anything other than scholastic acumen. 

of Tau Beta Pi Women’s Badge wearers. Eighty six women 
i i connaige3 tel , , replied to this questionnaire; of these 21 were either completely Wien.asked them reasons Fox woung ag they Rad) che Taw 

satisfied with the present plan and as a result answered no to the p. i . . 
Fi : 2 etes replied that they saw no reason for bestowing this honor on 

question about their preference for membership, the other 63 2 ; . . x a woman when they weren’t sure that she’d stay in the field 
were in favor of full membership. The results of this poll, al- : 3 i" ‘ 

‘ ie of engineering—she’d probably just get married anyway. (I defy 
though it showed that the majority were in favor of member- ‘ : 

: any and every Tau Bete to guarantee with absolute certainty that ship, would cause one to wonder about the 24.4 percent who Y : : 
were satisfied with thin they stood they will be in engineering 5 or 10 years from now.) One might 

gs as they . as well refuse to give a Medal of Honor to a valiant soldier be- 
A further breakdown of this questionnaire shows that nine cause he may be discharged and would no longer be connected 

of these women were still in school; thus when the remaining with the military. This honor is based on what one has done in 

77 were analyzed as to what they were presently doing, the the past and not on what we think he may do in the future. 
results were: 

: : « 
Of those who were graduated at least 3 years ago or more, And then, as typical _COBIneers, the facts” were presented : z . 2 showing that the women did not want membership—three-fourths 79.6 percent remained in engineering for 3 years. of those e men wanted full membership; one-fourth didn’t care. My fellow Tau 
who were graduated 5 years ago or more, 51.1 percent re- Dg = 

: ‘i : Betes were concerned over the satisfied 25 percent; well I’m con- mained in engineering for at least 5 years. Of those out of : cores ; : cerned with the dissatisfied 75 percent. How could engineers, who 
school at least 10 years, only 33.3 percent stayed in engi- - se ae 

: : d are literally steeped in figures, misinterpret the facts so grossly. 
neering for 10 years. The longest anyone in the survey hai : ; f 

: . The women want membership three to one and that’s conclusive 
stayed in the profession was 11 years. Of the 3 women who id . evidence in.my. book: | have been out of school 15 yearsor more; ot one of them 
is still working. oa 2 | e Oh yes, the association has condescended to give Honor 

It is because of these facts that I believe a majority of the Badges to outstanding women, and the Wisconsin Chapter has 

men were opposed to the admission of women. They feel that Tau elected a Wisconsin woman to that distinction this semester. But 
Beta Pi means as much, if not more, to the engineer after he is why must we treat them as inferiors? They have to work just as 

| out of school as it did when he was in. Tau Betes who are alum- hard or harder than we males, and they deserve equal recognition 
nus members are proud of their distinction and they actively take for their efforts. 
part in the furthering of the engineering profession and of their 

prganization., Because: only. ‘e. small proportion: of the .sraguate What then is the real reason for this apparent display of 
women. on eee ey in fox ai esslon ueianke’’ gpatechey, caneno discrimination? I’ve asked many Tau Betes and have received 
carry on this tradition effectively. only pseudo-reasons. 

We do, however, honor and recognize the scholastic ability 

of women engineers. Up to the present time 164 Women’s Badges It seems to me, fellas, that you feel the presence of a 

have been presented to women who have shown outstanding work woman would necessarily force obscene jokes and vulgarity out 

in the engineering field. Until the percentage of those who stay of your conversations. Well I’ve gone through college with a girl 

on in engineering after they graduate rises, it is the opinion of — in most of my classes and I really haven't missed too much. I 

those who are opposed to admitting women that Tau Beta Pi know we’re engineers, but why don’t you try meeting a girl some- 

should remain a men’s association. time; they aren’t half bad! —J. E. B. 
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, by Ken Kulik, m’56 

What Is a Patent? The Form of the Application 
A United States patent is a grant to the patentee, his Section 4886 of the revised statutes specifies that the 

heirs and assigns, for seventeen years, of the exclusive inventor of a new and useful device “may, upon payment 
right to make, use and vend the invention or discovery of the fees required by law and other due proceedings, 
throughout the United States and the territories thereof. obtain a patent therefore.” Each original application 

must be accompanied by a filing fee of sixty-five dollars 
plus one dollar for each claim in excess of twenty claims. 

“ne . When the patent is issued, the patentee must pay a final 
Eligibility of Inventor to Obtain a Patent fee of sixty-five dollars plus one dollar for each claim in 

The patent statute specifies that any person who has excess of twenty claims. The term “other due proceedings” 
made a patentable invention may obtain a patent. How- covers the filing of an application in proper form and the 
ever, there is an exception. An employee of the United proper prosecution of the application until granted. The 
State Patent Office may not apply for and receive a application consists of the filing fee, as pteviously speci- 
United States patent. Patents may be granted to an adult fied, a petition requesting the granting of the patent, an 
or to an infant, to a man or a woman, to a citizen or an oath, and the specification and claims. In the oath, the 
alien. An insane inventor can apply for a patent through applicant swears that he believes himself to be the first 
his legal guardian; the executor or administrator of a de- inventor of the invention described in the specification. 
ceased inventor can apply for a patent on the inventions The specification and claims constitute essentially a 
of the deceased. single document. The specification, as distinct from the 

A corporation, partnership or organization cannot ap- claims, is a full description of the invention. It may, and 
ply for a patent, but the patent application may be as- usually does, contain some discussion of the related art 
signed to any of them by the original inventor. and makes clear just how the invention relates to that art, 

and precisely in what respects it represents an advance 
over the previous knowledge and practice. 

The claims are the essence of the patent. Only those 
What Is Patentable? ‘ 5 wR aspects of the disclosed invention that are specifically 

The statute specifies that patents may be issued for any claimed are protected; all other are dedicated to the pub- 
new and useful art, machine, manufacture, or composition lic. A single patent may convey one or many claims, the 
of matter, or on any new and useful asexually reproduced number depending on the scope and. complexity of the in- 

variety of plant other than a tuber-propagated plant. An vention. There is no limit to the number of claims allow- 
art is a process—an operation or a series of operations per- able. Each claim must cover a unique aspect of the in- 
formed on matter to effect a desired change in form, vention and be based on a disclosure in the specification. 
Properties; oF composition: A machine is a combination of When the nature of the invention admits of disclosure 

mechanical elements acting, On lmather’ £6 produce a de- by drawings, drawings must be submitted with and as part 
sired result. The term manufacture’ as used in the patent of the specification. When the examiner so requires, a 
law has a very comprehensive sense, embracing whatever model must also be submitted. The drawings that accom- 

is made by the art or industry of man, not being a machine, pany an application are not ordinary mechanical drawings 
a composition. of matter, or a design. A composition of but must be in special form, as specified in the rules of matter is a chemical substance or a combination of sub- - practice. 
stances. 

(please turn to page 58) 
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Better Things For Better Living 

| by Robert A. Hentges, ch’55 

HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT 

Like many of the engineering miracles which have ap- . 

peared on the industrial horizons in recent years, the ; 

| minds of men who lived centuries ago were the origins : S imi. 

of “Orlon” and “Dacron.” Throughout the early history | J cain ep 
of the world man lived in fear of nature, and was con- / : . Si \- 

tent to humble himself before it, merely observing with : if 

fear or wonderment its various phenomena. Then man | / | {i | 

became bolder; he began to seek explanations of his ob- , i I 
servations, and then to put his ideas—and nature—to SO - | | 
work. Finally, in the last century and especially in the a a 
last three decades, man has been defying the so-called "3A, i 

laws of the universe and has been rejecting the products of @2™ } 1 II 

nature in favor of those born of his own ingenuity. a aN : ni 

The history of synthetic fibers, the development of aes ac I til 

which led to “Orlon” and “Dacron,” is a good example oe inky ® Pe Hi 

of man’s evolution from slave to master of his environ- ee : HA 

ment. From the time that man discovered the art of spin- 7 a % ae : | | 

ning and weaving, he was plagued by the crudities and wy a Hh 

limitations of the raw materials, and the unstable eco- « oe al 

nomic system which produced them. Se a ] 

In 1664, the British physicist, Robert Hooke, predicted - e 7 :: ‘i i 

the development of artificial silk, the natural product be- _ as Ee u [| | 

ing a costly product of the Orient. He realized that the =~ a | WW 

problem involved the finding of an “artificial glutinous ' y I | 
composition . . . much resembling that out of which the pa abs : i 
silkworm wiredraws his clew,” and he stated that “if such i ‘ | Hi 

a composition were found, it were certainly an easy mat- a . i | 

ter to find very quick ways of drawing it into small wires Hal 

for use... I need not mention the use of such an inven- \ HT 

tion, nor the benefit that is likely to accrue to the finder, 3 | 

they being sufficiently obvious.” Hooke had the insight ‘ ; 

into the problem, which indeed resolved itself into the / 

finding of a composition with the desired physical and j Wh i 
chemical properties, and shaping and drawing this com- 
position into wires or filaments. The birth of “Dacron” filaments. From tiny holes in this spin- 

—_— ner are extruded fine filaments of “Dacron”. All of the filaments 
*Registered trade mark of E. I. duPont de Nemours & Company, shown here will be wound together to form a single strand of yarn. 
Incorporated. 
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—"E qt or" a selves to form long chains of repeating groups, much like 

ee fg | a chain of paper clips. 

oe f A In 1930, during his investigations, Carothers learned 
ae i > 8 g 

ee ve eit \ "| that some of these polymers were soft and pliable when 

: e ey | iE a : |], removed from the still in which they were made. After 
\ > me et i ape eal 1238) cooling, this plastic-like mass culd be further stretched 

\aglf ES x ene : . _. 
oe ‘ li a cme | RS three or four times its original length and became 

| i oT My ; amet || stronger and more elastic than the original form. This 

i Lewes i ee | was the important discovery which led to the development 

er tue ) | | of truly synthetic fibers. Carothers decided to devote his 
Sb a x 5 : we 

i i je Oo u entire study to polyamides, as a result of which decision 
fie pa yD i y to poly 

ed : — itis me he discovered and developed nylon. However, as a result 

fa : i —s —e oe eK 4 | of his published work in fundamental polymer research, 

8 A ee |J4 a British firm worked out an idea which led to the dis- 

if | Ff “fy covery of “Terylene’—a synthetic fiber derived from 
jes f, fi ( ee : 
i oh pl | the same polymer as “Dacron.” The production of 

a an fiber-forming condensation polymers was found by Car- 

; - Li perenne conn reer others to be general phenomenon, provided the molecular 

E - La . / chains possessed symmetry. 

‘ [Oe ia In 1940, J. T. Dickson and J. R. Whinfield, working in 
“Dacron” as it enters the baling machine to be packaged for : . : > «gs 

delivery. This is the last step in the processing of the fiber which the laboratories of the Calico Printers’ Association, Ltd., 
was ae, chemical solution, next a molten mass, then a mass of of Lancashire, England, started further study into this 
endless filaments forced through a spinneret. Thousands of such . . : 
filaments, cut and crimped, reach the form shown above. idea and as a result discovered the fiber-forming proper- 

ties of the polymer of terephthalic acid and ethlyene gly- 
col, known as polyethylene terephthalate. Although ex- 

However, little progress was made until 1880 when haustive research into man lated d - y related compounds was car. 
Count Chardonnet produced an “artificial silk,” a re- ried out, no other polymer gave such a powerful com- 

generation of naturally found cellulose from cellulose ni- bination of physical and chemical stability which ulti- 

trate. His production of the filaments, or fibers, resulted mately led to its development as a major synthetic fiber. 
from the observation of a spaghetti machine extruding the This development was delayed, however, until after peace 

large filaments of spaghetti. After Chardonnet’s discovery had been restored following World War II. 

of his “artificial silk,” which was really only externally After the war the patent specifications of “Terylene” 

modified cellulose, chemical science attempted to find a were published, and the Du Pont Company, whose re- 

truly man-made material as a starting point, but again searchers had independently undertaken a search for 

could proceed only slowly. : new fiber-forming polymers, learned of the discoveries of 

Tn 1920, the Du Pont Company bought the United Wrhinfield and Dickson. In 1946 they negotiated for the 

erates — x — eae oe asd from the purchase of the United States patent rights to polyethlene 

Omptote es ext oS) fetes. in France and set up the terephthalate, then owned by the British firm. Du 

Du Pont Fibersilk Company in Buffalo, New York. ee Pont gave this polymer and the resulting synthetic the 

1928 Du Pont began development of acetate rayon in this title Fiber V and conducted further development work 
country as the result of another French negotiation. gy jp 

Their knowledge of cellulose chemi : oe: ofl . 
or BOWSEEES Oh: SEUSS € CEMSNEY. through the pro The discovery of “Orlon” came about in 1941 when 

duction of smokeless powder contributed to the tremen- j ae 3 ‘ . 
"Du Pon’t Rayon Division was experimenting with a sub- 

dous subsequent development of rayon. However, at this rar , 
3 : ; stance called acrylonitrile to increase the wet strength of 

time chemistry still had not penetrated the structure of « . : 
5 : nylon. They decided that this compound was suitable 

matter, and both viscose and acetate rayon were still only ee , : 
: Bavealh 5 for polymerization into a good fiber itself. Consequently, 

exterior modifcations of nature’s own cellulose—therefore ‘ : 3 
. : Du Pont’s chemical department did fundamental research 

only semi-synthetics. h 1 er f lonitril der the directi 
The birth of the truly synthetic fibers occurred in 1927 OR ERE PONVMETZAHON OL BEEYLOMERLS Bear ene eee 

of Dr. Hale Charch*, who developed moisture-proof 
when the late Dr. Wallace H. Carothers, probably the : 

aya : ‘ ‘ cellophane. Development of this polymer was also de- 
most brilliant organic chemist this country has seen, be- 

: layed by the war, however. 
gan his program of fundamental research at the Du Pont : ees . egy 
Experimental Station. By early 1930 he found that or- Having found the artificial glutinous compositions of 

dinary condensation reactions or organic chemistry (i.e., the desired chemical and physical Properties, Da Pont 
reactions in which two substances join as the result of the bent its. efforts to the commercially feasible production of 

elimination of one molecule of water between them) could these fibers. 

be used to synthesize linear molecules of high molecular  *]pquential in the development of ‘“Orlon” acrylic fiber was Dr. 
weight. These molecules, called polymers, are compounds Donald Gordon, a University of Wisconsin Chem. Engineering 

. which have entered a so-called chain reaction with them- gteidace in 1956., Hte eeceived his Ph.D. dni 1942, ialso! at; Wise 
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CHEMISTRY AND MANUFACTURE , 

Oil Refinery Ethylene Ethylene 
Cracking Gas [-———>| H.C=CH, [| Chlorohydrin extrusion velocity. This thickness is 

Ho expressed in deniers, by which is 

v meant the weight in grams of a 

Ethylene fiber of 9000 meters. 

| Oxide When a fiber is spun from a poly- 

mt H.C —— CR: mer melt or solution, the randomly 

Y tee arranged linear molecules of the 

Hyde , system assume a certain degree of 

yerocyanic longitudinal and lateral order.* 

Acid HC=N = |}—— These degrees of order depend upon 

Acrylonitrile the degree of polymerization and 

———__—_, H.C—CHCN the degree of stretch applied to the 

Natural Gas Acetylene |_—_____—__> filament during the spinning pro- . 

Eas HC=CH [- cess. The ase of spinning, or cry- 

stallization is dependent upon the degree of symmetry 

Figure 1: Manufacture of “Orlon” monomer from basic raw in the arrangement of the molecular chain—crystallization 
materials. : . . 

is favored by symmetrical substituents. Also, those mole- 
cules having relatively rigid and inflexible chains cry- 

Acrylonitrile can be produced by reacting hydrocyanic _ stallize more readily than those possessing a high degree 

acid with either acetylene or ethylene oxide—both heavily of internal flexibility. Both polyacrylonitrile and poly- 

produced. chemical building materials. There are differ- ethylene terephthalate have the symmetry and rigidity 

ences of opinion regarding the relative economies and the which favor crystallization. 

purity of products of the two processes for the manufac- The spinning of “Orlon” was the result of much inves- 

ture of acrylonitrile as indicated. However, each process tigation to find a suitable solvent and a suitable process. 

supplies about one-half the total output. It was found that yarns of high tenacity, elongation, lus- 

The polymerization of the acrylonitrile to give “Orlon” trous appearance, and free from voids could be prepared 

is unlike that of dimethyl terephthalate in that there is by wet spinning, in which a solution of 10-30% acryloni- 

no loss of water or other basic group in the joining of trile in a volatile (easily evaporated) solvent such as di- 

the monomers. The mechanism of the reaction is the methyl formamide was extruded into a bath at 70-120°F. 

breaking of one of the two bonds of the carbon-to-carbon The bath contained a non-solvent for the polymer, such 

double bond, and the joining of the two severed ends asa 12-32% solution of sodium thiosulfate. 

with broken bonds of other monomers. This type of poly- As a result of further development, it was found that 

merization is merely an additive reaction in which the higher tenacity yarns are obtained by extruding the poly- 

molecules always align themselves in the same way. (please turn to page 36) 

(Figure 1) 

The polymerization product is a hard, ivory-white, resin a see 

which is infusible and insoluble in most organic solvents. re - | <I ==.) 

Du Pont engineers did not agree with Hook’s statement Rag 2s : y ie ee 2 ee ane, 

about the easy matter of finding ways to draw out the fi- meee 1 oe Zl tia 

ber into threads. They found many obstacles in their paths, = its i DI = BP ii | cee 

the lack of solubility only one of them. The mechanical ma Hi, Y Fe 2 =e sn 

shaping of the polymer is accomplished by extruding at a a — ms a of ie a ‘ 

either the melted polymer or a solution of the polymer 4 / >. ag el “ 

through tiny orifices in a spinneret. (See Figure —). As Lon | = sf et Jone 

the viscous fluid comes out it is instantaneously and con- & ~~. P ; me id 

tinuously solidified into a filament. There are two methods oo y i oe re cece 

of spinning: “Dacron” is produced by solidifying the eee : sa a 

fiber as it comes into contact with the atmosphere—this 3 yor ae ee ie 

is called dry spinning; “Orlon” is spun by coagulating the ry y | Pe Eas i 

polymer in a liquid bath—this is called wet spinning. | fas a ae iP Oe 

The nozzle for spinning fibers contains 15-150 orifices & Pe | oe 

with uniform diameters between 0.07 and 0.10 millimeters. _~™ bes ‘ 

The number of holes fixes the number of separate fibers md a " 

in the thread or yarn. Their thickness is determined by From the final packaging machine, carts of “Orlon” in the 

‘ . : form of continuous filament yarn go to the inspection table for 
the ratio of the quantity of polymer supplied per hole and a thorough examination. 
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pine They Economical? 

by Richard White, 055 

A Brief History of Our Traffic Problems This was probably one of the most serious mistakes 

During the past decade a great problem has risen in of the last fifty years in highway transportation. After 

America—that of providing adequate transportation facili. this boom, the depression set in, and not enough work 

ties for its millions of automobiles, trucks, and busses. This was done on highways to account for the increases in 

problem is not restricted to any one state or locality, but motor vehicle registration. By 1941, highway engineers 

is instead felt in practically every section of the country. realized that our widespread highway system was only the 

Fortunately, Americans are finally facing the fact that we beginning of a system adequate to accommodate the de- 

need to improve our highways, and many discussions of mands being placed upon it. Then came World War II, 

various remedies are being held at federal, state, and local and highway development was stopped almost completely 

levels. by the nation’s mobilization for an all-out effort. After 

Probably the most glaring evidence of the poor condi- the war was over in 1945, our factories began producing 

tion of our highways is the great death and injury toll automobiles and trucks by the millions to satisfy the 

that occurs from the thousands of accidents each month. public’s demand for new and better transportation. High- 

True, many of these accidents are due to carelessness and way conditions since then have become so bad that critical 

speeding, but a great majority of them could be prevented breakdown has threatened in some sections of the coun- 

if the highways were in the condition they should be. try. 

Automobile ownership and use has increased at a tremen- 

dous rate during the past 30 years, going from 9,239,000 in However, there something else was also happening 

1920 to 54,709,000 in 1953. From 1945 to 1950, automobile during this same period. Through efforts of state, federal, 

registration increased by 18,538,367, an incredible expan- and local highway officials, motor clubs, and innumerable 

sion. newspaper and magazine articles, Americans began to 

The story of highway expansion, however, is something realize that our highway system must be expanded if they 

quite different. America’s greatest boom in road building were to continue riding around in their new and luxurious 

came during the period following World War I and con- autos. Tens of thousands of people were being killed on 

tinued until the early thirties. A system of highways was our streets and highways each year, and many more were 

developed that was without equal anywhere in the world, being injured, crippled, and disfigured. Cities were one 

and most Americans developed the viewpoint that our gigantic traffic jam; and highways were crowded with a 

road building was completed. People became indifferent mixture of passenger cars and commercial vehicles. Tem- 

toward the planning and construction of new and better pers were short and accident rates grew at an ever-increas- 

highways for the ever-increasing number of vehicles be- ing rate. As a result of all these factors, motorists de- 

ing placed on them, and turned the entire job over to the manded more adequate highways, and many toll roads 

government. were constructed and opened to the public. People were 
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happy to pay the toll fees if they could drive on a smooth Minimum Benefits to Motorists Using Freeways 

and relatively safe highway, free of dangerous crossings, (Average Savings per Vehicle Mile) 

intersections, and stop lights. More and more toll roads (1) gasoline savings 2 --------- 0.33 € 

and superhighways are in the planning or construction (2) maintenance cost savings due to 

process at the present time, and these highways will cer- elimination of stop and go travel .........0.24c 

tainly help to alleviate the problem of getting vehicles (3) accident savings score saverns0.368 

from one city to another. However, most of the undesir- (4) time savings (commercial vehicles only) 0.87c 

able conditions listed above still exist. It will be a long, — 

hard, and extremely expensive task to get adequate rural Total _.2.00c 

highway systems in America. Analysis of Savings 

Urban Traffic Problems (1) Gasoline savings—Stops in traffic sharply increase 

Now let’s turn to the problem of transportation in and gasoline consumption. The Automobile Club of South- 

near the nation’s many metropolitan areas. Some people ern California made some speed and gas consumption 
have suggested banning passenger cars from the busy studies which revealed the following data: 

streets of American cities, but this seems a little too regi- Mile per ‘Fuel cost per 

mental in a free country such as America. The main Miles per Fuel cost per gallon _mile, in cents 
4 ¢ : . gallon mile, in cents (5 stops (5 stops 

thing that has been and is being done is the construction Speed = (Nostops) (No stops) per mile) per mile) 

of downtown superhighways and freeways. However, there 25 23.867 1.17 15.748 1.78 

has been great disagreement over the development of 30 22.750 1.23 13.600 2.06 

urban freeways because of the extremely high cost of 45 20.000 1.40 9.685 2.89 

constructing them. Since many freeways cost 5 or 6 mil- Assuming that motorists using the freeway would travel 

lion dollars per mile, both economic and non-monetary at 45 mph with no stop, the motorists using the average 

studies of the benefits to the motorist taxpayer were cer- surface arteries would travel at 3 mph with 5 stops per 

tainly needed. Such a study was recently made for the mile, the cost per stop would be (2.06—1.40) +5=0.13c. 

Los Angeles metropolitan area under the direction of Using 2% stops per mile (this figure was determined in 

Lamar W. Gardner, civil engineer for the street and speed and delay studies on the major boulevards parallel- 

parkway design division of the city of Los Angeles. A ing the freeways), the savings to motorists using the free- 

very complete and detailed analysis was made, and the ways would be 2% X0.13=0.33c per vehicle mile. 

results given here apply to the more heavily traveled parts (2) Savings in tires, brakes, oil, and general mainte- 

of the Hollywood and Arroyo Seco freeways. Minimum nance due to elimination of stop and go travel—Checks 

benefits within the areas considered are: (please turn to page 48) 
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“The Stack”—4 level interchange at the intersection of Harbor Arroyo-Seco, and Hollywood freeways. 
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an open field 

by R. L. Daggett, Assoc. Prof. of Mechanical Engineering 

One finds today many titles within the field of engi- around the nucleus of these four basic functions headed 
neering given to men who have specialized in a particular by an alert management function. 

phase or interest and as such may call themselves elec- With further growth, problems in the industrial enter- 

tronics engineers, ceramic engineers, petroleum engineers, prise seem to accumulate faster than the firm can afford 

heating and ventilating engineers, design engineers or to cope with them. One finds a complex group of support- 

whatever is apropos of their work. It is only natural that ing functions and departments developing within a grow- 

with the extension of engineering methods and techniques ing concern in response to the enlarging nzeds of the busi- 

into these and many other production areas that one finds ness. In other words functions which were secondary or 

engineers working under particular titles such as those less important in the early phases of the business now be- 

mentioned above. come of increasing importance. Work which formerly was 

Bas yd ’ ‘ of a part-time nature now becomes full time work because 
The question is frequently asked “What is Industrial P ne 

: . . j of the greatly amplified needs of the enterprise. Support- 
Engineering? What does an industrial engineer do? Is. f : h isi Li ‘i 

: : : . ing functions such as purchasin, ersonnel, inspection 
this a new field? What courses can a student take if he is 8 . Pu & P a ee 

. . . ” and quality control, materials control, stores, shipping and 
interested in this type of work?” The answers to these . . . . 

‘ es 5 receiving, materials handling, production planning and 
questions and similar ones should help to explain the 7; if ( oo 

5 ‘ ‘ ‘ ra similar activities assume increasing importance. In the 
scope of this phase of engineering work, its origins and : } 

: ne : small plant:one finds the production foreman or super- 
some of its problems. Before specifically answering these —, ge : : : 

: : . . visor able to do materials purchasing, selection of equip- 
direct questions the writer would like to develop some of . 5 

i ; ‘ ment, making decisions. as to how parts are to be manu- 
the background of the industrial engineer from several : : 

5 a factured, developing tooling.and,planning the arrangement 
simple examples. These should help to define it even . iS eh : x 

ois of his department, all as a nofinal part of his active super- 
though indirectly. 1 oe . ois 

_ vision of production. But with the enlarged plant, with in- 
When a small industrial plant is started, its principal creasing emphasis on more production, a greater variety 

problem is manufacturing of some product. Most of its of products and all production problems expanded in 

initial efforts seem to be directed toward the function of scope, the foreman as an individual has been badly over- 

physically making the product. The enterprise soon finds, loaded. Increasingly apparent to the growing industrial 

however, that it has a marketing problem also and in enterprise is the need for both technical assistance and 
addition an ever present problem of financing its opera- better maufacturing planning. This has been the “area” 

tions, both from the long range investment in facilities of into which the industrial engineer has fitted in the manu- 

all kinds and from the short range day to day operations. facturing enterprise. 

Thus it is typical of small plants that their three prob- Industrial engineering thus encompasses many technical 

lems are production, marketing and finances. Growth of and planning functions associated with production, inter- 

_ these small concerns brings increasing emphasis on a_ nal plant operation and organization not directly covered 

fourth function which can be called technical or research by the engineering design and development groups work- 

in a broad way. Such technical effort is directed into two ing on the product or process equipment. These functions 
channels, namely product design and equipment develop- will be clearer with another simple illustration which fol- 

ment. Actually many smaller organizations can form lows. 
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Assume for a moment that a group of mechanical en- As such the industrial engineer may apply the analytical 

gineers are to be assigned to the development and manu- approach to problems of a specific nature (such as a sin- 

facture of a small internal combustion engine. This group gle operation or manufacturing problem) or to studies 

will essentially divide into three basic “interests” or types of plant-wide scope. The engineering approach remains 

of technical activitiy. One group will be primarily inter- basically the same irrespective of the size of the problem. 

ested in engine performance, operational characteristics, Much of the comment to this point revolves around 

thermal functions, fuels, power output and those elements ork of the industrial engineer as a plant may be adding 

associated with its effectiveness as a heat power device. new products or production facilities. The reader still may 

These might be the themodynamic specialists within the be interested in what an industrial engineering department 

group. or group might be assigned to do over a period of years; 

The second group will be primarily interested in its or let us assume such a group is given free access to find 

design for optimum performance and economical manu- its own list of projects for analysis, recommendations and 

facture. This will include all of its mechanical elements followup. The following list, by no means complete, but 

such as bearings, cranks, piston rods, frame, gears, etc. certainly typical, might result. 

The kinematic relationship between the various compo- 1. Analyze the problem of plant location, involving the 

nents as well as the proportioning of all engine elements moving of the main plant or establishment of branch plants 
on the basis of strength, wear, cost of manufacture, ease 4. warehouses at one or more proposed points. This is a 

of servicing, etc., are of paramount interest to this group. Load problem involving months of research and fact 

Engine performance in terms of speeds, vibration, torque finding, evaluation of prospective locations, analysis of 

characteristics power output all are essential factors in all costs and operating considerations. 

this design for economical manufacture which we term , : . . . 
machine design. 2. Objectively analyze all the key jobs in the industrial 

. organization, determine functions, responsibilties and 

The third group whom we might call the industrial en- authorities and draft an organization chart followed close- 

gineers will concern themselves with how the engine is to ly by a complete written manuel outlining each fuiictionyot 

be produced economically. Beginning with a proposed job in detail. Objective arid unbiased analysis is often the 

schedule of output this group would determine how every key to internal organization improvement. Too often one 

component part is to be manufactured (or if it seems ging, organizations built up around one or more strong 

feasible, which are to be purchased,) determination of op- individuals where actually the structure should be devel- 

erations to be performed, equipment and all tooling re- oped around functions. This analysis and improvement of 

quired to support the schedule, determination of materials organization is a logical area of interest for trained and 
quantities, preparation of operation sheets and manufac- competent industrial engineers. 

turing information. Further this group would plan the . : . : 

plant layout, determine area and facilities required for the 3. Develop and install a job evaluation system in the 

entire plant, develop the best materials handling methods, plants as basis for equitable Wage tates; Increases, range of 

determine organization requirements, number of people earnings for each job. Job evaluation is the objective 

required, costs of producting each unit and setting up analysis of the factors required in the performance of any 

either performance or quality standards on each job. job in the plant, the weighing and grading of those fac- 

tors and the relating of those factors to the proper pay 

Thus it is that industrial engineering has sometimes ¢.. the work to be done. Its principles are applicable in 

been called “production engineering.” Its essential func- plants of all sizes. 

tion begins when the engineering design is “frozen,” draw- 

ings are complete and the product is ready for production. 4. Analyze the present arrangement and develop a new 

All of these functions mentioned above are technical layout for one or more manufacturing departments “ 

problems of a high order involving engineering techni: iM Prove the flow of materials, to reduce in-process inven- 

ques and work but involving a different type of data, in- tories of materials, to make supervision easier or to re- 

formation and range of interests than we may normally duce materials handling. Plant layout studies may involve 

associate with engineering work. a specific operation, a group of operations, a division, or 

an entire plant, existing or proposed. Too often “plant 

For purposes of simple illustration the writer has per- layout” involves spotting each machine as it arrives into 

haps compartmentized the three phases of mechanical engi- any space available at the moment. Eventually a plant is 

neering too completely. Suffice it to say, the three areas fijjeq with equipment bearing no relationship to the daily 

must overlap and cooperate completely in their respective production flow of materials. Good layout begins with ob- 

duties. One cannot define strict boundaries between these jective analysis of production needs and proceeds to the 

groups. Actually mechanical engineers have training in all orderly arrangement of each machine in relation to the 

three areas. others, 

These illustrations might help to define industrial en- 5, Develop and present a full economic analysis of a pro- 

gineering as the application of the engineering approach posed production method (or equipment) versus some 

and methods to any phase of production, plant organiza- present method, evaluating all labor, materials and over- 

tion or facilities, procedures or planning for production. (please turn to page 42) 
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by Richard Paske, &56 

Photography without film impossible? Who said that? record speech and music with present day magnetic tape 

Recording of television pictures on magnetic tape in color sound equipment. Electrical signals are impressed through 
and in black-and-white has already been publicly demon- a recording head—a small horseshoe electromagnet—onto 

strated, and that is only a preview of new techniques the magnetically treated surface of a plastic tape. As the 
which will simplify the entire art of making pictures in tape is drawn across the recording head, the head con- 

motion. tinuously changes the magnetic polarity of the magnetic 

/ How Tape Works oxide particles on the tape so that they become a compact 

code of the origional signal. For playback, the tape is 
While electronic tape equipment is still in the develop- drawn across the same or a similar head. The magnetic 

ment stage, its basic principles and principle elements have shorthand on the tape causes an alternating current which 
been tested and confirmed. This new method of recording closely duplicates the origional signal to form in the 
sight is similar in basic respects, to the techniques used to winding around the recording head. 

ie : / : Although the principles are simi- 
f lar, the engineering problems are 4 TAPE : : aa real : not; audio recording is today an 
ss : a oT aed rs . easy task compared with video re- ‘ ee “Oe 4 a . : i o~ . a . 4 VK 4 = . cording. The reason is that audio 

: yas ea q M o signals are in the range of 20 to 20,- : — i : : ie : A &>, : eel et oS q 000 cycles per second, while video 
oe ees d j Soke ia nee ocil on a ae signals range up to 4,000,000 cycles 
eee ‘ ‘hes a ».. . Cl i ry per second. However, high-frequen- 
Peeeeesors ] i er s. oe q cy recording heads have already 
SESE é - a . Byes i i Peesennes } a) : : bi been developed, recording and re: 

ig 8 . cy & : ee producing heads which respond to 
vee @ ter 3 Lp Os 2. " % f : : N ~~ 4 eas <7) F es requencies many times above the 

Xe. a rh | i : t-off point for th i ' 29) . 4 Cy. cu point for the recording 
ca = — woe ay fee Bi ae heads used in sound recording on : : ae eR i a 4 ; 

h F c Ci Bend magnetic tape. This means that the 
eae. ~~ J | i) speed of the tape has been brought 

REPRODUCING ey & — nn within manageable limits. The equip- 
AMPLIFIER ie poe Fi a ment as demonstrated had a tape 

A cual Ez: : af speed of 30 feet per second, and fur- 
( ge : a. ther reductions of tape speed ap- 
ee (67 pear likely. 

Me sg 
7c : i j a Since even small variations in the 

: a ae speed of the tape and in the pressure 

cat : sa at which it bears on the head can 

| i : LN oy create noticeable effects in the pic- 
| 4 a e : ture, it has been necessary to de- 

_ ey oF vise precision apparatus to control 

ios : a fs ho lg .. oe ‘ accurately the speed of the tape 

Lae ‘ Aor 1 Ce Gua a Ss . at the recording and _ producing 

Laboratory equipment on which the first public demonstration of both black- points. Already video tape equip- 
and-white and color television was made. (The last two racks on the right are for test 1 i z 
purposes and are not part of the video tape recorder). ment controls these many times 
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more accurately than is necessary in RCA TAPE METHOD 1 

magnetic tape recorders for sound, ' REPRODUCING 
HEAD TAI 

isi i m RECORDING HEAD PUTS: ' PICTURE AND but even greater precision in regu PICTURE AND SOUND. ar) TV TAPE I 6% OUND Bian AL®. 
lating speed and pressure appears SIGNALS ON ONE TAPE Oe ee nree ! e OFF TAPE 

possible through research which is a I a 
@ REPRODUCING HEAD ! she now underway. @:-® PICKS UP SIGNALS ! o%e GIS 

For video tape recording of color (y 2 MONITORING OF TAPE | 2 i 
television, five parallel channels are U | ty rare A i 

i‘ . x REWOUND TAPE | REPRODUCER Hed recorded on a single magnetic tape A {FX So)-2s FOR PLAYBACK | (wavetoaneour i 
Y, inch in width. There is one re- «J U [a] + casratiae Te enna erasure eee iA 

i TI a 1 fet corded channel for each of the pri- . [| FILM METHOD wecarve. | BN 
mary color signals (red, green, and Processed | 
lac}, fe: dhe: syanfomiietngs dept 9 QA | Bemeneias ue), for the synchronizing signal, | ’ 1 sere ! BY SITHER METHOD 

and for the sound signal. For black- Bomar e ae BAIT 1 
, ‘ 5 ‘ 630 

and-white recording the tape carries j OP sc camenn/” 89 = mS) i @o| 
PICKS UP IMAGE 2 2 

two recorded channels, one for the CiGNALE FROM sTUDIO FROM KINESCOPE Ea Gl] ' ofomenel Ts 3 | 
: : os OR MICROWAVE RELAY ) = video signal and the synchronizing COANIAL CABLE AECORDLO-ON TADE es) 9 \ ay ( 7] 

signal, and one for the sound sig- Cs) Q & I> ! SPECIAL TV CAMERA 
: se 7. RECREATES PICTURE 

nal. For black-and-white television, \ J Vaal nite! ANO SOUND SIGNALS, 
. . i. FROM PROJECTED FILM 

a %-inch wide tape would suffice. O composire rium Orn ‘AND SOUND ' 
READY FOR PLAYBACK PROCESSED TRACK ADDED I 

In the demonstration of color television recording on. RECORDING ! REPRODUCING 

magnetic tape, the five recorded channels were obtained Photos courtesy RCA 
from the output of a color television receiver. In repro- 
ducing from the recordings, the tape supplied the three Recording black-and-white programs on film is esti- 
primary color signals direct to the three electron guns of mated to be at least five times as costly as it would be on 
a tri-color kinescope. To rebroadcast a color television 4-inch magnetic tape, assuming that the tape would be 

program from a tape recording as demonstrated, it is reused many times. Even greater economies are estimated 

necessary to combine the three primary color signals with for making the original tape recording of color television 

the synchronizing signal to form a composite signal to programs, which, under normal operating circumstances, 

send to the transmitter. While this operation is not yet could be handled for only five percent of the cost en- 

ready for demonstration, it is reported to be the subject tailed in color film recording. In making copies on tape 
of current development that will provide the necessary that is to be used over and over again, a tape recording of 
apparatus to produce this result. a half-hour color program would cost roughly $20. 

- Thus the importance of video tape recording for the 
Advantages over Film Die : E : 8 . 

‘ . future of the television art can be readily seen. It will 
Magnetic tape has numerous advantages over ordinary _. ce : . 

: : . . give the television industry a practical, low cost solution 
film. It requires no chemical processing, a costly opera- : ‘ . j 

. : : : ., , tO program recording, immediate playback and rapid 
tion, and can be viewed immediately after it is taken. This arte ¢ 5 3 

“dee : . . : : distribution. Video tape will be important for black-and- 
adds a new flexibility in making motion pictures since, if . : : fis : 

5 0 a: . : . white broadcasting. It will be essential in the creation of 
lighting or camera angles are poor it is noticed immedi- woe : 

: Le a full color television service. 
ately, and retakes can be taken while the stage is still set 

up. An unlimited number of copies of magnetic tape Future Video Tape Uses 
recordings can be made quickly, thus facilitating distribu- Though the demonstration of magnetic tape was con- 

tion, especially of newsreels which are soon outdated. Re- cerned primarily with its adaption to television, its use 

cording tape can be preserved indefinitely for historic is in no way restricted to this field. Further development 
reference, or, if desired, can be electronically ‘wiped off? of video tape techniques will open up numerous possibili- 
and reused again and again. ties. An all electronic chain of portable television camera, 

. . . video tape recorder and standard television receiver, 

. Savings with Video Tape . would make a convenient and versatile system for making 

Comparative estimates = operating costs (which include amateur as well as professional motion pictures. It will 
payroll, cost of bee of Ce and amortization of equip- speed the preparation of newsreels and will be a useful 

ment) are highly favorable to tape methods. Although tool for news reporters. The tape would not have to be 

magnetic tape ne oo more per minute of program cone away for processing with its attendant delays and 
time than 35mm. oe film, the fact that tape needs no extra costs. In the home, the tape equipment could be 

processing before P ayback compensates for the expense used for home movies, or connected to the television set 

of Faw? tape: Engineers Point, out that what makes the to make a personal recording of ‘a favorite television pro- 
savings on tape so great is the fact that the program can gram 

2 f= > : . uf, . 
be electronically wiped off’ and the tape reused: in most Photography without film impossible!“Who said that? 

normal operations it would be reused many times. THE END 
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MIDGET LAMPS FOR LABORATORY USE 
A new Westinghouse light source inder. This lamp is a contender for, _ 

is smaller than the head of a pin. if not the holder of the title of the «eo 

It is a sub-miniature, neon-argon “world’s tiniest lamp.” a ft - rare : . .  e9L,ée 
glow lamp and has a special job The lamp and a tiny series resis- _ La 

to do. Fifty of them are laid out ter to limit the current—¥ milli- | | Via to / 

side by side in front of a moving ampere—draw only 1/20 of a watt. _ | | a _ . - 
strip of 35-mm film for recording The current in the glow is but | | e - _ 

events in laboratory experiments 1/30 of a watt. One of the prob- i. | por | -tm , i 

where space is scant. This “lamp” lems in making such a tiny glow _ © | [2 
is a slender glass tube 0.05 inch in lamp is that the volume of gas is a | 7 , _ 

outside diameter and 1.25 inches so small that any slight contaminant | q Da yo 8 

long. When a 110-volt, d-c potential has a large effect. Even the seem- - > oY ue io a _— 

is impressed across the lamp, a glow ingly inconsequential volume of ss | | | 

is formed in a gap 1-mm (0.04 inch) gas contained in the bit of glass eh a 
long between 0.03-inch diameter pinched off the end when the tube 

Kovar electrodes in the glass cyl- is sealed must be taken into account. WORLD’S LARGEST 

LIGHT BULB 

y, General Electric announced that 

, it has developed and produced the 

° world’s largest and most impressive 
/ artificial light source. 

Low. , oo a A A 75,000-watt incandescent lamp 

Ba ie a TT bulb, it is half again as large as the 
eS |= previous largest bulb. It was de- 

> BA i —_ veloped as a feature of the ob- 

- eA. ‘i : a , servance this year of the 75th birth- 
- S- ; a day of Edison’s most famous in- 

. =n fl vention. 

a i 4 Its glass bulb, largest ever made, 

3 t was hand blown by the Corning 

7 vo ’ Glass Company, first producer of 

; f fos bulbs for Edison. 

q f : if 4 The lamp produces 2,400,000 lu- 
: ae a ji mens, or units of light. To produce 

9 aaa 4 - {| this amount of light wou!d require 

7" Rg C a 2,724 60-watt household bulbs, all 

_ a burning simultaneously. This single 

F Wiis : . light bulb uses enough electric en- 

| oo sae a ergy to light 83 American homes 

| . a : a Ca as they are normally lighted today. 

| VA id Twenty-three of them could illu- 

é minate a major league baseball sta- 

a dium according to modern stand- 

( ards. 

The lamp’s filament alone weighs 
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2.7 pounds, which is enough tung- 3 eens Cee Ye Ree sy eee ne ne 

sten to make the coiled-coil fila- Sh pet. ne ge, ee eR Maer iie te . ee, 

ments for 67,500 60-watt lamps. ig oe Shee eo a oy rae pres ~ ae Wi, 
The fil Ae a d f ag Np ks sy A] i ; rie en er oan 

e filament is made of a tung- Pt Ry i, a ah a ne ‘ 

sten ingot, hammered to a diameter BT eg Te wimg 7 are ee By 
of three-sixteenths of an inch. It . ct ee oar i et ancl 
. i J 
is 12 and one-half feet long. : ae Pee : 

The huge lamp is so bright and \ A an 

hot that ob dvised not “ \ : es saa ot that observers are advised no eo 

to look directly at it or stand clos= A ¢ . ; k 

to it when it is burning at full bril- A 3 c : 4 

liance. oa N < - 

° < : AN \ a 
r 4 i" i 

X-RAY CAMERA a wa ' 

Se ce A 

An X-ray camera capable of tod eS 

studying materials at temperatures y. AN 

up to 4,000 degrees Fahrenheit has ia A SAN 
7 .y \o. 

been developed for ceramic research Ss 4 J 

at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. od : \ 3 | 

The camera, designed by Dr. J. oa . ee 

R. Johnson, technical advisor on 
the laboratory staff, has been used BANKED FLOTATION CELLS 

essfully to produce diffraction 
successtu'y e 5 One of the largest flotation plant the mixture, others to coat the de- 
patterns in studies of hafnium ox- . , . * * : i ve 

: installations in the United States sired mineral particles, giving them 
ide, as well as a number of other me ‘ 

: was recently completed when the an affinity for the air bubbles. The 
oxides and metals. : : . 

. . last of 720 new flotation cells went mineral-coated bubbles rise to the 
To photograph the diffraction . : : 

. into service at a large western cop- surface and float off the side of the 
pattern of the material under study, ‘ : . 

. per concentrator. The plant is used cells. The drive motors, of the hori- 
X-rays produced in a standard X- f ‘ 

. or the recovery of copper and zontal type, are mounted. vertical- 

ray tube pass through a tube guide molibd ly with the shaf Standard drip- 
. ybdenum. y with the shaft up. Standard drip 

mounted on the film holder, then f i d, with 
h ha small disk of beryllium proof construction was used, wit 

EREOUgE: 2 y . A flotation cell is a sectionalized a special drip-proof end-bell on the 
and a collimator. The X-rays strike h which finel d Each ingle cell 

‘ le and are diffracted trough which finely ground ore top. Each motor powers a single c 
a soutle enti an “window” and passes, suspended in water. A motor- through a multiple V-belt drive 

ou a beryllium window de driven impeller rotates in the trough, shrouded for personnel protection. 

the a "es. iS Registered On agitating and forcing air into the The cell motors are controlled by 

photographic film. . mixture. Before the solution enters 45 Westinghouse motor control 

The camera consists of = base, the cells, chemical reagents are centers mounted back-to-back on a 

top cover, and film holder, with all added, some to help create froth in balcony overlooking the 720 cells. 
working parts and facilities except 

the top-cover water leads and the 
vacuum gauge mounted on the base. 

The camera is usually operated with It is possible to photograph the ARTIFICIAL SOLAR RAYS 
a purified helium atmosphere. X-ray diffraction patterns through Solar rays found only in the out- 

When the camera is in operation, a periphery of nearly a half circle. er atmosphere are being reproduced 

the specimen under study is heated Approximately 8 degrees of the artificially by a new device which 

by a pair of small tantalum-strip periphery are cut out on either side will simplify seientific exploration 

resistance heaters, surrounded by a of the entrance and emergence in a little-know region of funda- 

radiation shield. Constant tempera- ports; there is a complete unob- wxental. veseardh. 

ture, i.e., plus or minus 5 degrees structed picture from 8 degrees to The device, developed by engi- 

Fehrenheit, is maintained by sup- 172 degrees. Another 20 degrees neers of the General Electric: Com: 

plying a constant power to the heat- are lost in the shadows of the elec- pany, records the reaction of var- 

ers, which require 900 watts at the tric and water leads at the 270- ious crystals to vacuum ultra-violet 

highest temperature. degree position. (please turn to page 46) 
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WISCONSIN 
s 

SOCIETY OF f 

a 5 a a 
PROFESSIONAL 

ENGINEERS Edited by Jon Baumgartner, ch’56 

to use this occasion to pay compli- Engineers Week is fostered by 

wsle Howler Avanae ments to America’s engineers. the National Society of Profession- 

Madison 5, Wisconsin The nation has long relied on al Engineers through its state and 

HsC, Wasners Seeretary the skill of its engineers. That skill local chapters and coincides with 

PUBLICATION COMMITTEE has contributed to our comforts, Washington’s birthday because our 

John R. Frederick, Chm. our welfare, and our security against first president was not only a great 

122 W. Washington Ave. potential enemies. The responsibili- statesman and general, but also a 

ee bee ties of our engineers become great- career engineer superintending such 

Clyde R. Ethic, Milwatillee er with the passage of each day, and public works as roads, canals, forti- 

R. N. Morris, Eau Claire each day we see new evidence of fications, etc. 

H. J. Carlin, Racine their success in meeting the tre- e 

C. A. Gausewitz, Madison mendous challenge of our age. 
D. W. Grunditz, La Crosse z i 

J. M. Abernathy, Rhinelander To American engineers every- The Southwest chapter was pat- 
where—to those working in this ticularly active in publicizing En- 

WSPE OFFICERS country and to the many abroad gineers Week. The following clubs 

Pierce G. Ellis, President who are contributing to the cause cooperated in the observance, with 

cuits Ves Reet Gf pce ented congratusonsamouncemens ung delivered y 
aon C. Wagner, secretary and best wishes. May the observ- WSPE members as indicated: 

Lloyd M. Schindler, Treasurer ance of. National Engineers’ Week Optomists, Madison, L. M. Ab- 

Richard C. Clark, Past President in 1954 serve to remind our citi- rahamson 

Marcus A. Blakey, Director zens once more of the great service Rotary, Madison, John R. Fred- 

Lester O. Hoganson, Director performed by America’s engineers. erick 

eg ertocy Stanly Kivaniy Maton Dr. J. G 
Herbert O. Lord, Director Dwight D. Eisenhower Woodburn 

Y’s mens club, Madison, Homer 

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES @ Vick 

Re Sian Lions, Madison, L. W. Stockner 

As you may have read in the Lions, Monroe, R. H. Richard- 

——— newspapers or seen or heard over son 

your radio or television sets, Feb- In addition, several radio pro- 

NATIONAL ENGINEERS WEEK ruary 21-27, was National Engineers grams and one television show on 
FEB. 21.27 Week. stations in the Madison area fea- 

_— WHITE — This observance as proclaimed by tured discussions on engineering and. 

President Eisenhower has nothing associated topics. A summary of 

| It is particularly fitting that the to promote or sell, but is definitely these programs and the participants 

‘National Society of Professional in the field of public service to try follows. 

Engineers selected the week of to do something about informing WSPE—Engineers Week 

Washington’s birthday as the pe- people of the thousands and thous- Publicity Program 

riod in which to observe National ands of ways in which engineering WMTV, Sunday, February 21st, 

Engineers’ Week. I heartily endorse affects them and their daily lives 2:30-3:00 p.m., “Engineering in In- 

this recognition of the engineering in everything from food, sanitation, dustry,” Fay Morgan, Wisconsin 

accomplishments of our nation’s transportation, etc., all the way up Telephone Co.; Page Johnson, 
first president, and I am delighted to atomic energy. , Portland Cement Association; Hen- 
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Meet the Presidents 
' Wisconsin Valley Chapter Br Eo ee 

Mr. Henry Olk of Antigo, Wis- : . “Ne 
consin, is currently serving as pres- . By aa (ok 

ident of the Wisconsin Valley Chap- Be ed Pe 

ter of WSPE. Since 1914 he has con- _ pi i i 1 C pee. 

ducted his private engineering prac- A a y . ae 

tice and has been employed as An- . i | s st Ps 

tigo city engineer. Prior to that _ oe ee. 

time, he worked on the Gogebic sgn mt 2 eas 

iron range after receiving an EM ore ee # : 

: degree from the Michigan College . ogi’ be 

of Mines. ‘ — — 

Mr. Olk was born January 26, ANE Mes 

1887 in Antigo. A second impor- £ rig rae 

tant date was June 9, 1914 when he i ay pee 

married Mrs. Helen Ruth Olk. “2. es 

Their three sons, Henry Jr., Rol- 

land, and James are now employed 
as Major Judge Advocates, Dept. 

of the U.S. Army, Captain in the Henry Glh 

U.S. Air Force, and mining engi- 
neer for the Hanna Iron Co. of Hib- © s 

bing, Minn., respectively. Wisconsin Valley Chapter 

In a lighter vein, Mr. Olk enjoys 
travel and golf as his principal av- 

ocations. 

ry Hunt, consulting engineer; Kurt J. Higgins, moderator; Harold A. We in Wisconsin have been hon- 

F. Wendt, dean of engineering, U. Peterson, E.E., U. of Wisconsin; ored tremendously by the more than 

of Wisconsin. Olaf A. Hougen, chemical engi- 32,000 members of the National 

WIBA, Sunday, February 21st, neering, U. of Wisconsin; Ben G. Society of Professional Engineers, 

9:00-9:15 p.m., subject: “Engineer- Elliott, mechanical engineering, U. because they have selected us as the 

ing,” Harold W. Mead, Mead & of Wisconsin; James G. Woodburn, hosts for the 20th annual meeting, 

Hunt, consulting engineers; W. Se- civil engineering, U. of Wisconsin; to be held in Milwaukee June 9, 10, 

ger, Gisholt Machine Co.; W. G. Edwin R. Shorey, mining and met- 11, 12 at the Schroeder Hotel. 
Youngquist, Forest Products Lab- alurgy, U. of Wisconsin; Paul J. It is important at this time that 

oratory; E. J. Kallevang, chief eng., Grogan, engineering institute, Ex- you know of the plans being made 

Wisconsin Power and Light Com- tension Division. so that you can assist where possible 

pany; George W. Washa, mechanics, WHA, Saturday, February 27th, te make this annual meeting the 

Ub, of Wisconsin, 1:15-1:30 p.m., subject, “Engineers most successful ever held and there- 

WHA-FM, Wednesday, February in Manufacturing,” Frank Nordeen, by gain recognition for the state so- 

24th, 8:00-8:30 p.m., subject, “En- W. T. Stephens, Fred Agthe. ciety, your profession and our won- 

gineers in Civil Defense,” Lloyd F. NSPE ANNUAL MEETING Geeful, state of Wisconsin, Fish of 
Rader, prof. civil engineering, U. of The 20th annual meeting of the all most a you should and will 

Wisconsin; Alva F. Ahearn, supt. NSPE will be held in Milwaukee eal foe vives any a can 

bldg. and grds., U. of Wisconsin; on June 9-12. This meeting will make at P i. be cla @ i 

Glenn Koehler, prof. E.E., U. of be substituted for the regular sum- mente wi take the. P a rere 

Wisconsin. mer meeting of WSPE, which will ‘ci ar " Besvess ben the " rt 

WHA, Monday, February 22, not be held this year. Therefore, all 4 = —_ See ed Aer 
S450 saan, biect, “What? b : 4 to attend thi just your plans to be together with 

; p-m., subject, Ss members are urge oO al Ss fellow member. t . L 

New in Engineering,” Prof. Thomas convention of our national society. _ ( S fo graciously 
please turn to page 50) 
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ane ‘SS Left: FOUR-TON DOOR — Moving this four-ton 
a Yr » 4 door into the “closed” position is no easy task and re- 
ert b yo wT! Te quires the use of an electric motor which transmits “roll- 
Be - re alent aos ing” power to the geared wheels. Measuring four feet 

Fe ; EE _ = on square at its large end and seven feet through its center, 
— Fe a 4 = me 7S the door, or plug, is one of six of equal size through 
a ke , f eS RG which Westinghouse scientists may enter the “hot cell” 

ir 1) a LS at the Atomic Energy Commission test site. A seventh 
ae . f Te door is much larger and weighs about 25 tons. Like the 

NN Oe * a. 5 oo smaller ones, it is made of steel and concrete. The hot 

Nee. 3) “es a cell is used to handle and test radio-active materials and 
i 4 noe ~~@ ee equipment. Its seven-foot thick walls afford protection 
a. i oe we from the deadly radioactivity. 

A is " i es Below: LAND-LOCKED ATOMIC SUBMARINE 
hy a : ’ - : ENGINE—The first atomic submarine engine, contained 
od Yn ew, Pk in the land-based submarine hull shown here, was gen- 

BME a ; : ’ + ae erating power when this picture was taken inside the 
: ie Lheoky main building at the submarine thermal reactor test site. 

oe ss wy $.| The large sea tank is about 50 feet in diameter and al- 

PN Oe * ay ~ \ S49 most 40 feet high. The hull passes through the tank so 
cea ee catia: Ae he Wag that the reactor compartment is located within the tank 
ay oe ee i j y; i F ae and completely submerged in water. The tank’s water 
pee aa : : ' capacity is about 385,000 gallons. The Mark I power 
ep ey ge —— as K a ce plant, with its associated propulsion equipment, has been 

pet ene eg . cs, % 5 ttt assembled in this hull in much the same way the Mark II 

oe poe Be a = =m ve engine is installed in the Nautilus. Installation of both 
Tee SR oa . = Sa atomic engines in the submarine hulls was done by Elec- 

ae Ge i - UE ee tric Boat Division of General Dynamics Corporation, 
BS ON a “4 builder of the Nautilus. 

Reet catthoe Sie eae fe at 

Korie, | ie sil 

On May 31, 1953, the first atomic engine in the nation’s 

history turned the propeller shaft of a “dry land sub- 
marine” built in the middle of an Idaho desert. 

This history-making engine, built by Westinghouse, was v 

the land-based prototype or experimental model (Mark I) a aS 

of the nuclear power plant (Mark II) that propels the vi : aD 

first atomic submarine, U.S.S. Nautilus. The Nautilus was id ff, Ps s 5 
LO | 

launched on January 21, 1954. Ae oo lh : j 

The accompanying pictures, taken at the Atomic Energy Sis (= . at 

Commission’s National Reactor Testing Station on a We ag ; rh am ig i 

southeastern Idaho desert, provide a good look at this (4 Vi : “ wi 

installation where the first nuclear power plant ever to 4 ny 3 “| 

produce power in substantial quantities now is in test & (icra | : oh) 

i ON Saal ee operation. Qa ae L i 

The desert-bound atomic engine is a full sized power oy 7 er at 

plant installed inside two sections of a submarine hull. The | oe. oh q i 

reactor compartment is surrounded by its own private a ee “ee! t 

ocean—a large sea tank full of water. a gd 2 % 

The second atomic engine, Mark II, also built by Cuts courtesy Westinghouse 

Westinghouse, will make the Nautilus an around-the- 

world submarine, capable of cruising submerged great 
distances at speeds above 20 knots. 
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Right: DESERT “LAKE” COOLS WATER FOR : ‘ a rt~—“‘iOr—OSS 
ATOMIC SUB ENGINE—This 2,000,000-gallon “lake” a rr 
in the middle of a southeastern Idaho desert is used to rr oS i se 

cool water heated by the world’s first atomic submarine eI a tf Ree 
engine. Designed to carry off heat which, in an ocean- oT 4 ee 
going sub, would be dissipated at sea, the “lake” is actual- ee : ee 

ly a spray pond. Shown in the background is the steel and ae a oe ae N P| | ee S pe 
concrete building housing the atomic engine. The pond is eee 7 TC for. a 
equipped with 288 nozzles and can cool 22,500 gallons of ee, i P| i 4 

water per minute. The pond also provides cooling water ae \ ac i SPER 
for steam condensers, for the ‘‘water brake,” which ab- Se Sate, SS eta 
sorbs power developed in the atomic engine, and other Se oe uy, et eae | 
heat producing equipment. ae i a fee a Woes 0 

Below Right: “HOT CELL” — One of the most ‘ ore ia ao < ee i= aa 
unique tools of the atomic age is the “hot cell.” This one ie ea ae ae $ 
has concrete walls seven feet thick and will enable scien- ey Lise x sa oo 3 Pe ci 
tists to work on radioactive materials and equipment | ae es * oe Tw fl OE 
without danger. General purpose manipulators, with me- BF gee Bier ee Nol ie oy An aig eae as x 
chanical claw-like hands, are operated by remote con- ML i ae Noo 
trol from outside the cell. When this picture was taken. Lf é Limlatale, Ste fog OT POE 
Westinghouse technicians were preparing a component Se a ee  e.: , ~ : 

for installation in the Mark I power plant. The hot cell _ aed wi Cig oe 
facilities were used for this purpose mainly because its OOP PORN — fa SS ae 
ventilation system kept the air in the room “hospital |. upppgesgelaal COONS re cee Pa Seige acer pad 
clean.” If this component were radioactive, the manipula- ee OE re ee ee ee Laie 
tors would take over. The cell is linked to the deep water Os aia oe nN meas ee fare as 
pit by means of a connecting elevator. The floor of the Se ee fies Piet acm eet a 
elevator becomes part of the floor of the cell when it is ‘ aS. BO i AOE pg are eo} 

in the “up” position. 
See ae Ee 

Below Left: “IRON LUNG” SPEEDS FIRST as i 
ATOMIC SUB ENGINE—The welding of such metals 
as zirconium was one of the major problems encoun- 
tered by Westinghouse Electric Corporation engineers in 
constructing the nuclear power plant for the world’s first 
atomic submarine. Zirconium is well suited for use in 
the nuclear reactor because it does not absorb neutrons 
as do other metals. But it tends to catch fire if it is welded 
in open air. For this reason, Westinghouse engineers at 
the Bettis plant in Pittsburgh, Pa., used this specially de- 
signed machine, which looks like an iron lung, but is 
actually a giant vacuum tank. The operator at the right 
controls the position of both the welding electrede and 
the part to be welded. 

ra a 
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i HE POSSIBILITY of fires and personal conductor sizes and providing require- with the first specification of the Associ- 
i Tones connected with distribution ments for test voltages and insulation re- ation of American Railroads, it was not 

of electricity by means of wires and sistances for these thicknesses. Such until 1933 issue of Specification D 27 of 
cables, means that such wires must con- requirements were included for the first the American Society of Testing Materials 
form to certain minimum requirements. time in the National Electrical Code for that aging became an industry specifica- 
This was recognized in 1881 by New 1899. The insulation thickness for rubber tion requirement for rubber insulations. 
York's Board of Fire Underwriters, when insulation for a given voltage service and The requirements for heat-resisting rubber 
it outlawed the use of bare or uncovered conductor size was essentially the same as were included for the first time in A.S.T.M. 
wires for the distribution of electricity in that used today, namely, 3/64” on size 14 specifications for 1937. The requirements 

buildings and adopted “A standard for Awg. for 600 volt cable. The test voltage for moisture resisting rubber insulation 

. Electric Light Wires, Lamps, etc.” This requirement was 3000 volts per 1/64” of were established about this time. The re- 
standard contained five rules, one for the insulation thickness, after immersion in quirements for Polyvinyl Chloride and 

conductivity of the conductor, one de- water, distinctly more severe than present Laytex insulations were established in the 

scribing the insulation and the other three requirements. The insulation resistance re- National Electrical Code of 1940. Since 

dealing with installation of electrical quirement for 600 volt wire was 100 meg- then the requirements for the various syn- 

equipment. The rules for the conductor ohms per mile. The 1899 code also con- thetic rubber insulations have been set up. 
and insulation read as follows: tained requirements Teen dimensions of During this period, other types of insu- 

; y : : ‘ s “1 Wires to have s0 poco excess cone SRPPeLcandutors ad for inning on~_oneach aspaper, warned eambrc 
ductivity above the amount calculated as appeared here, for the first time, a require- and asbestos and many types of sheaths 
necessary for the number of lights to be ment for. braids: and coverings for wires and cables were 
supplied by the wire. developed. More detailed requirements for 

This was followed by the establishment conductors were also established. There 
“2. Wires to be thoroughly insulated and of minimum requirements for tensile are today, therefore, a wide variety of 

doubly coated with some insulating ma- strength and elongation of rubber insula- cables for use in the distribution of elec- 
terial.” These two rules constitute the first tions in the original specification of the | tricity for power and control purposes. 
effort to set up limits or to be specific with iati i i i 2 5 
regard to frat lead wire for power distri- Once ners ean Railroads in Practically every. plement Gf these wee 

bution. In other words, they constitute the Standard about 1911. The 1905 s; écifica. and cables ‘s covered by detailed specifi- 

| first specification for insulated wires and tion of A.A.R. also included mice cation requirements or standards. There 

i cables for the distribution of electricity. for the chemical composition of thirty are specifications Tor‘ bare oF uninsulated 
. f 5 wires and cables, for covered wires, such 

' Historically, the next important concept percent rubber insulation. These require- as weatherproof wire and all insulated 

| concerning the covering was that of its ments, were later adopted by Underwriters wires and cables, regardless of the type of 

| insulating properties or its ability to con- Laboratories, Inc. and the American So- insulation or coverings. Such specifications 
: fine the potential to the conductor. This ciety for Testing Materials. cover, in detail, the construction and re- 

iy was established by setting up minimum Although aging requirements for rubber quirements for the conductor, the thick- 

i thickness of the insulation for the various insulation were proposed in connection ness, physical, aging, electrical, moisture 

| 

For reprints of these pages write to address below. 

| Electrical Wire and Cable Department + Rockefeller Center * New York 20, N. Y. 
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| WN) eet a 
| RT et ee as ot TT el ea | i nt Led ee air Hvll yaar 
| aa nat Rar Baiada APSR ee me 

CS ga Se sh @ 
L OR is SV H wie and ozone resisting properties of the insu- L : Be Be Ein KN = _ : + . Se oe ax R78 sta Ribs, Week ee 

lation, the construction details of the 4 Bea Kee Exp! a rf ae 7 ESs . a ZEA SKA Bi Sea HE “deere Ca 
cables and the thickness and other proper- L BEXA sal As4 i) lk i (a A ee 
ties of the covering or sheath. These speci- be aa BESS BZO ING! a a! 

fications are issued by literally hundreds : g ay ~ 7 
of manufacturing organizations, munici- BE 

palities, railroads, utilities, government . ; 

agencies, etc. They may differ only slightly 4 e qd 
but significantly, i tain details, thus : i a 

making it necnsrety oon many wires on C ae see ye ee ——7 
special orders. The wire and cable indus- era eer  ——e oe ti try is thus obviously specification con- . peer Tr i f fi 
scious. In fact, it is probably true that all , Fora PMc = ee 
types of wires and cables used today are I CFCC | ‘ | Rubia ee j . & 

; ; J ee Pv, —= _ I 
more completely covered by specifications 1 S : en Gee ee ee gas en Se 
than any other class of commercial prod- y Wy a 
ucts of equal complexity. i] 4 I i 

Specifications have thus become a nec- 4 i! i oe) 

essary and important part of the wire and I ee 44 a 

cable industry. When properly prepared | | N ‘i ty, ! : : i 

on the basis of sound engineering, infor- e it sec con ed ue : ER. ly f : : 

mation and manufacturing practices, they Al a), A a | it 
provide for durable, economical and safe L | MF Wy 30) a a) (a J Y 4 
cables for any particular application. They Se 4G | beet dl i! I | 
describe the item in a clear and concise . Laas) it 

manner that can be readily understood by be ty i : ee 
any one familiar with the industry. They f itt ‘| : 

form the basis for contracts between cable Ee ' i ar. : pf he 
users and cable manufacturers, and elimi- : J ——— =<] — 
nate or minimize any questions that might E | fa ey (ee er > — 

arise concerning the construction or qual- | : ted SSS a ae 
ity of the cable under consideration. A ; : + 0 SS ae ee. 

working knowledge of wire and cable ] : Wh t= : 

specifications is essential for those inter- 1 il 2 

ested in the development, manufacture 4 

and use of wires and cables. | 4 

| we cms 

L is 

No. 5 in a Series iL all 0 Re 5 a 
Fe vy, = . ait it RUBBER Ee all i - 

] ‘ 4 eee | _] a 
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Mathematical Methods April 14, 15, and 16, 1954 

The several new techniques in the solution of engineering problems will be dis- 
cussed in this institute. Probability, series, theory of equations, advanced calculus, 
operators, transforms, and approximation methods will all be surveyed. Particular 
application of these methods to engineering problems will be shown. 
Fee: $20 

Cray R. JAcKson 
Institute Coordinator 

* * * 

Engineering Organization April 27 and 28, 1954 

Engineering and technical manpower shortages make high performance of engi- 
neering departments a necessity. Your engineering department problems differ only 
in detail from the problems of other departments. The methods of good manage- 
ment will often improve the performance of a given department. This institute incor- 
porates the best available methods of organizing, operating, and controlling an engi- 
neering department and presents them for your information. 
Fee: $15 

Ray C, TEGTMEYER 
Institute Coordinator 

* * * 

Fleet Supervisors May 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, 1954 

This intensive course in the training and supervision of the driver will be of 
value to driver-trainers, supervisors, training directors, safety directors, and fleet 
owners or operators. Typical subjects are getting and training good drivers, elements 
of efficient operation, reduction of accidents, and elements of good foremanship. 
Fee: $30 

Institute Coordinator 2 
Georcr R. SELL 

* * * 

Power System Protection May 12, 13, and 14, 1954 

This institute is planned for chief electrical engineers, relay and protection engi- 
neers, and persons in utility and industrial distribution applications responsible for 
the transmission and distribution of electrical energy. Topics to be included are sources 
of overvoltage and overvoltage protection, switching surges, open conductors, and 
ferro-resonance—all as effecting transmission and distribution systems. 

Fee: $20 
Cray R, Jackson 
Institute Coordinator 
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This germanium refining |i) Boye 
. ag0 at 0lLlU A 

/ Pe y _ method keeps impurities | + oP 

down to less than nD) | ope. nm: Ca ee U 2 ne + Cone ow 

. ong 4 2a . efi es | LL “i ww 

9 parts in a billion a8 20 oR or Vie. | 
ot - a _ : 

7 a ~  — f -_ << 2 
Far eam i — ly — oo) 

g c.f » a A ee 

% be ad 2 am vn 7 i — a - 

 - é Dl _ 2 ” 
i 3 \ + ? PS os In this refining apparatus, at Western Electric’s 
Be — oe Allentown, Pa. plant, germanium is passing through 

ss a a ae al multiple heating zones in tandem, producing a bar containing 
’ ce impurities of less than 5 parts in a billion for use in transistors. 

— : Note heating coils on the horizontal quartz tube. 

Germanium crystals of the size required in transistors 
do not occur in nature; they are artificially grown at 
Western Electric. At this stage in transistor manufac- 

A new method of metal refining, currently in use at the ture, other elements are introduced in microscopic quan- 
Western Electric plant at Allentown, results in the pro- tities to aid in controlling the flow of electrons through 
duction of germanium that is better than 99.9999995% the germanium. But before these elements can be intro- 
pure — the highest degree of purity ever attained in a duced, it is necessary to start with germanium of excep- 
manufactured product. tional purity, so that the impurities will not interfere 

The need for germanium of such exceptional purity with the elements that are deliberately added. 
came about when research by Bell Telephone Labora- So Bell Telephone Laboratories devised an entirely new 
tories in the field of semi-conductors led to the develop- method of purification, known as zone refining, which 
ment of transistors, which are manufactured by Western was developed to a high-production stage by Western 
Electric. Electric engineers. 
The transistor is a tiny crystal device which can amplify In zone refining a bar of germanium is passed through 
and oscillate. It reduces space requirements and power a heat zone so that a molten section traverses the length 
consumption to a minimum. of the bar carrying the impurities with it and leaving 

——— behind a solidified section of higher purity. By the use 
Tard 12K germanium idkes'Eefora being uésd th trat- of multiple heating zones in tandem, a number of molten 
lartousitorms which germantem takes Le] ove: Being, used tt trot sections traverse the bar. Each reduces the impurity 

sistors are shown in this photo. Bar at top is an ingot of ger- tent th duci b hich . . iti 

manium after reduction from germanium dioxide. Next is shown conten! lus producing a bar whic contains impuri Aes 

the germanium ingot after the zone refining process used by in the amount of less than five parts per billion. 
Western Electric. Below the ingots are shown 3 germanium crys- Because of the importance of the transistor in elec- 
tals grown by machine, 6 slices cut from these crystals, and several tronics, the zone refining process — like so many other 

hundred ‘germantum, wafers ready for assembly into transistors. Western Electric developments — has been made avail- 

EE ae able to companies licensed by Western Electric to man- 
Pe ee ree — ufacture transistors. 

er wee This is one more example of creative engineering by 
.—Sese— ae —? Western Electric men. Engineers of all skills — mechan- 
- —— i ae é . | ical, electrical, chemical, industrial, metallurgical, and 
--. » : oe civil — are needed to help us show the way in funda- 
=, ger = = ee | mental manufacturing techniques. 

— eo" "9, @ electric. | 

Pk er AUNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM SINCE 1882 

Manufacturing plants in Chicago, Ill. * Kearny, N. J. * Baltimore, Md. * Indianapolis, Ind. * Allentown & Laureldale, Pa. * Burlington, Greensboro 
& Winston-Salem, N. C. * Buffalo, N. Y. * Haverhill & Lawrence, Mass. * Lincoln, Neb. * St. Paul & Duluth, Minn, Distributing Centers in 29 cities 
and Installation headquarters in 15 cities. Company headquarters, 195 Broadway, New York City. 
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In the synthesis of polyethylene terephthalate, p-xylene 

Orlon and Dacron is first oxidized to terephthalic acid and then esterfied 

‘continued from page 19) with methyl alcohol. (Esterification is the replacement of 

mer solution, acrylonitrile in tetramethylene sulfone, into the available hydrogen ion of the acid with a hydro- 
a hot glycerol or other non-aqueous coagulating bath, carbon group. It is comparable to the neutralization of an 
then passing the yarn through a water dip or a second inorganic acid by a base to form a salt.) The ester is then 

glycerol bath to increase the rate of coagulation. For separated from the reaction products by crystallization, 
effective spinning of these solutions, a nickel spinneret filtered, remelted, and then passed through a rectifying 

with a very fine coating of chromium on the orifice walls still for further purification. Ethylene glycol is prepared 

is used. by the hydration (i.e., reacting with water) of ethylene 

Another difficulty was encountered after the filaments oxide, or by a high pressure process from formaldehyde. 

were spun, for it was found that they could not be drawn The purified dimethyl terephthalate is reacted with the 

at room temperature. A special piece of equipment had to ethylene glycol at 140-220°F. with 0.005-1% lead ox- 

be devised to draw continuous threads of fiber at elevated ide. The polymerization is then carried out at 265°F. 

temperatures. This piece of equipment, which required in a vacuum with a special catalyst until the desired vis- 

three years to perfect, is represented schematically on  cosity is reached. The polymer produced is a symmetrical 

the accompanying flow diagram as the hot chamber. molecular chain having the basic repeating structure: 

As explained previously, the purpose of the further 

stretching is to align the molecules and increase the ten- H H 

sile strength of the fiber. Initial drawing is done as the H H C —_ C Oo 

polymer crystallizes, and then after passing through the ( ' 4 S u 

series of coagulating baths, it is further drawn to about —C-C- O-C-C C-C- Oo— 

four times its original length before final processing and | ' u ‘C wea C’ 

spooling for delivery to the textile mills. HoH 0 ' ' 

The development of “Dacron” polyester fiber met with H H 

many of the same problems encountered with “Orlon.” 

Like polyacrilonitrile, polyethylene terephthalate was in- . 
3 ‘ ; se: Figure: 

soluble in organic solvents, and drawing was difficult. P. . on . oo. 
. . : This structure is the clue to its fiber-forming properties; it 

Unlike the raw materials used in the manufacture of ; 5 
. . . “ > can be seen that six carbon atoms are held together in one 

“Orlon,” those used in the preparation of “Dacron” are |) ie . 
, 4 si plane—an extremely rigid structure, and as J. R. Whin- 

expensive. Polyethlene terephthalate is derived from p-  fiatg called it, * . . ield called it, “. .. a very sound piece of molecular en- 
xylene, methyl alcohol, and ethylene glycol, which are ‘ 99 4. ait “ : a : gineering.” Furthermore, this ring helps to impart a high 
originally obtained from natural gas and petroleum. Iti ‘ $ : f / melting point to-the polymer—it melts at approximately 

The problem of obtaining pure p-xylene from mixed 480° F. Also, the polymer is very resistant to mineral 
xylenes is the major factor mn high material costs—the acids which could conceivably destroy the ester linkages. 
three isomers (compounds with the same chemical com- Like acrylonitrile, however, the polymer is very in- 
position, but different arrangement of the atoms in the soluble, but its high melting point makes melt spinning 

molecules) of exylene, m-, o-, and p-xylene, have very readily applicable. The process, which had already been 

nearly the same chemical and physical Properties, and established for nylon, was modified slightly for the spin- 
are difficult to separate, The petroleum industry makes ning of “Dacron,” for both operate in the same tempera- 

the product available to Du Pont in a special process ture range. The spinning process is simple; the melt 

from natural gas hydrocarbons. solution is extruded through the spinneret into the atmos- 
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phere, just as in the nylon process, except that heat is shrinkage in boiling water is very low—only about 212%. 
applied to “Dacron” in the drawing process. (See Fig- “Orlon” stands in a class by itself in outdoor resistance; 
ure —.) for example, in exposure tests conducted by Du Pont, 

These synthetic fibers are available in two forms. One involving “Orlon,” nylon, silk, linen, cotton, and viscose 

is continuous multi-filament formed directly from the rayon, “Orlon” retained 77% of its strength at the end of 

spinneret; the other form consists of short lengths cut 1! years after all the other fibers had completely failed. 
from the continuous filament material—this form is called It has promising industrial potential because of its excellent 
staple. The small bundles of short fibers of a certain resistance to ultraviolet light, mildew, molds, and degra- 

staple length look like cotton and are spun into thread in dation. 
a manner similar to that of cotton. “Orlon” has a low moisture absorbency, good-to-excel- 

“Orlon” acrylic staple, known as Type 41, is produced lent resistance to mineral acids, fair resistance to weak 
in 14, 3, 4%, and 6 denier stock sizes, and 142, 2 24%, 3, alkalies, and is not harmed by common solvents, oils, or 

and 4% inch staple lengths. “Orlon” continuous filament greases. Its stability to bleaching is outstanding in com- 
is known as type 81 and is produced in deniers ranging parison with rayons, cotton, and nylon, and its resistance 
from 75 to 400. Depending upon the end use of the fiber. to degradation by heat is excellent up to 300°F., even 
“Dacron” is available in continuous filament or staple over long exposure periods. 

form, each having different tenacities and percentages of “Dacron” polyester fiber is available in different forms 
elongation. having different tensile properties, depending upon the 

end-use. It has good tensile strength for 

Natural Methyl Formaldehyde domestic uses, but for industrial uses, where 

Gas Alcohol CH.O0 its tenacity may be inadequate, the yarns 

can be hot stretched for more favorable per- 

formances. 

“Dacron” has excellent resistance to de- 
Ethylene Oxide Ethylene Glycol gtadation by bleaches and common solvents, 

HeC —— CHe H.C—CH, and good resistance to acids and alkali, ex- 

~ 7# tof cept at boiling. Its heat resistance is re- 

Oo OH OH markable—high temperatures 

cause little discoloration or 
degradation, although at 460° 

Ethylene F. the fiber begins to soften. 
Terephthalate Burning cigarettes, for ex- 

ample, will melt holes in pure 
“Dacron” fabric; this prob- 

| Petroleum |— p-Xylene Dimethyl lem is effectively minimized for apparell uses 
CHs Terephthalate by blending the fiber with wool or rayon. 
CoH, COOCH; “Dacron” has a low moisture absorbency, 
| GH making the fabric quick drying. It has good 
CHg | resistance to sunlight, molds, moths, and in- 

COOCH3 sects. It has excellent electrical insulating pro- 

perties, but is subject to accumulation of static 

Figure 4: Manufacture of “Dacron” monomer from basic raw electricity. 
materials. Static is an undesirable property found not 

only in “Dacron,” but also to lesser extents in “Orlon” and 

PART III: PROPERTIES AND USES other synthetic fibers. In fact, static was not a problem in 

An important fact to note when considering the pro- the textile industries until true synthetic fibers were intro- 
perties and uses of both “Orlon” acrylic fiber and “Da- duced. The low moisture absorption of these fibers is the 
cron” polester fiber is that they were not primarily de- primary couse, for moisture serves to alleviate the build- 

veloped to replace other fibers, both natural and syn- up of static charges. The solution to this problem is in 
thetic, but that the distinctive combination of properties the application of anti-static agents, which can function in 
of both of them provided answers to needs not met by three general ways: 1) they can improve the surface con- 
the others. Because each of the natural and synthetic fi- ditions of the fiber, thereby helping to dissipate static 

bers on the market today has some combination of pro- charges; 2) they can increase the surface absorption of 
perties which is unique, it should be used alone or in water; and 3) they may be helpful by generating a static 
complementary plends with other fibers to suit the needs h: £ th ; lari h db 
of the ultimate end-use. & arge of the opposite Po arity to that generate y the 

‘The tenaciey, orserenaehe of “Orton” is. considered ox fiber. The best anti-static agents operate in all three ways 

cellent. Its elastic properties are good, but not as out- © some extent. They may be applied immediately after 
standing as nylon. It has good abrasion resistance and its spinning, or can be applied to the fabric by spraying or 
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=, ho! duced to travel rapidly from the dyebath to the interior 
ie its of the fibers by means of carriers, use of high tempera- 

; eZ = i tures, or by forming the final dye molecule within the fi- 

i ne tf , ber. The Thermosol process brings complete penetration 

z= yee i : of colors into the fiber with good fastness. The selected 

ee ad | A 4 / dyes are printed onto the fiber, which is then exposed to 
: oy a, | = high temperatures—around 400°F.—for a short time, de- 

Poe. ‘ ov nae | w= = pending upon the fabric, and the proposed use. 

\ Ail A | : Ss > The use of “Dacron” in blends is of great significance 
Wane aa : Mees in the garment industries, for Dacron makes significant 

a » rd ( SS << - contributions to the strength, abrasion resistance, press 

>A. je oe, ~s © oe retention, dimensional stability. and crease recovery of 

Bh dot r : $ eee = — ri ee wool, rayon, and acetate. “Orlon,”’ too, shows contribu- 
i“ i f —s (= a | ¥ ; 
pa) Of ee tions to the properties of blends with acetate and to a 

a) 4 Se ee = Tnor extent, wool, 

aa ie, 2 The industrial applications of “Orlon” acrylic fiber 
a 2 <M and “Dacron” polyester fiber are yet to be fully realized. 

Hundreds of individual ends of continuous filament yarn feed Both fibers, because of their high strength, outdoor dur- 
from the creel in the processing operation for manufacturing ‘Or- os 5 s 
lon” acrylic fiber. ability, chemical and heat resistance, electrical properties, 

and dimensional stability, already contribute to: filter 

rinsing with a solution of the agent. However, no anti- fabrics, awnings, auto-tops, tarpaulins, fire house’ agri- 

static agent yet found has a permanent effect, though cultural and mine belting, outdoor furniture, electrical in- 

much research has been, and is being done. sulation, diaphragm fabrics, nets, and others. 

Like many of the synthetic fibers, the dyeing properties Differing with the quotation from Robert Hooke, the 

of both “Orlon” and “Dacron” were problems to the de- benefits which accrued to the finders of “Orlon,” “Da- 

velopment engineers. However, because of the highly cron,” and the many other synthetic fiber are not nearly 

technical nature of the chemistry of dyestuffs and dyeing, as important as the benefits that have been reaped by the 

only a brief discription of the processes used will be consumers of their products. Hooke believed the benefits 

presented. derived from these man-made fibers would be sufficiently 

In consequence of the low water absorbency and obvious, but the applications of these fibers surpassed all 

little swelling of the fibers in water, special dyeing his expectations. 

techniques had to be studied and evaluated. At tempera- * * * 

tures below 84°C., “Orlon” is unstained by all dyes, and . ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

at raised temperatures, only three classes of colors ex- We wish to acknowledge the assistance rendered by the 

hibit reasonable affinity: the acetate, basic, and vat dyes. E. I. du Pont de Nemours ee Company, Incorporated, 
The staple form exhibits much greater affinity for dyes for technical reference material, reference aids, and il- 

than the filament fiber. However, swelling the fiber with lustrations provided; and the MODERN TEXTILES 

steam under pressure and the use of dye bath carrying MAGAZINE for reference material supplied. 

agents make it possible to apply heavy shades. Carrying , ae 

agents are substances which increase the absorption of the i | i ne » Jo ce oS 

dyes in the fiber: their function is readily grasped by the [ i - Se 

straightforwardness of the name. \ > ‘ . PS ee a 

The two processes which are considered the best avail- & Lae \ oti | i . re 

able are the Thermosol method and the copper ion meth- : q : a ie ij i oo 

od. In the Thermosol method: the name is derived from Po ea LS Tah ae a 
the fact that the selected dye is printed on the fiber, which FP i “ ey " uae ae, 

. : é eS a OS le nN ee 
is then heated to a high temperature for a short time. Un- oo 2 =. ue 

der these conditions, the dye seems to dissolve in the fi- TS . ae =e 

ber, hence the name—Thermo-sol(ution). In the copper oA ieee ‘ ' a 

ion technique, acid dyes can be applied in a full range : : . a ie 1 

of shades at temperatures near boiling. The cuprous ions ‘aa i ees | ae 

used probably form some complex structure with the : a ey % 

—C=N groups in the acrylonitrile chain, and thereby a bh ig 

cause an attraction for the acid dye molecule. eats | 

The problem in dyeing “Dacron” fiber results from ‘ 
| ‘ 

| the Som pacthess of pie StEWicture) which Prevents dyes As part of the research program undertaken to develop fast 

from diffusing through it rapidly. On the other hand, this dyes for synthetic materials, test-dyeing of “Orlon” and Fiber V 
brings a high degree of wash fastness once the dye has yarns is shown above. The dyeing is done in chambers in which 

: , pressure is developed in order to raise the boiling point of the dye 
been successfully applied. Dye molecules can be in- solution to drive the color into the yarn. 
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Helping the “stars” to shine 
A tiny off-stage “sun” brings you brighter and better movies 

As you SEE the Hollywood “stars” on the screen of the whether colors will fade from new fabrics. They also 

darkened theater—perhaps in 3-D—you can thank a tell scientists the exact chemical composition of many 

man-made miracle of light—the carbon are. materials. 

This brilliant light comes from tiny carbons not BETTER AND BETTER—Making and constantly im- 

much larger than pencils, Yet their light is brighter proving hundreds of carbon and graphite products for 
than the sun itself—enlarging the tiny pictures on the industry and science is one of the many ways in which 
film as much as 300,000 times! the people of Union Carbide help serve all of us. 

THEY GIVE YOU THE RAINBOW— Besides the bril- STUDENTS AND STUDENT ADVISERS: Learn more about career 
liance that brings you clear, sharp moving pictures, opportunities with Union Carbide in ALLOYS, CARBONS, CHEMICALS, 

these carbons have a light quality almost exactly like Gases‘and Prasrics. Wee for booklet 8:2. 

that of the sun. This makes possible the production 

and showing of pictures with all colors of the rainbow. i NI oO N Ca R B I D E 

LIGHT YOU DON’T SEE—The rays from these carbons AND CARBON CORPORATION 

go beyond the movies into places most of us never see. 30 EAST 42ND STREET [qd NEW YORK 11, N.Y. 
They reveal quickly how long a new paint will last, and In Canada: UNION CARBIDE CANADA LIMITED 

—-—— ———  UCC's Trade-marked Products include 
NATIONAL Carbons ELECTROMET Alloys and Metals © HAYNES STELLITE Alloys PRESTONE Anti-Freeze LINDE Oxygen 

EveREADY Flashlights and Batteries PyRroFax Gas DyNEL Textile Fibers | UNION Carbide ACHESON Electrodes 
BAKELITE, VINYLITE, and KRENE Plastics PREsT-O-LITE Acetylene SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS 
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Engine- Ears 2 

Jc a 
by Larry McCormick, ch’55 

“Tm afraid my boy, that you (not over 6/10”) American men “Sales Engineering; a Profession 

have a triple fracture of the third were chosen to do battle with the Combining Challenge, Drudgery, 

metacarpal of the right hand.” lawyers. Then from the lawyers’ and Romance,” was the theme of his 

Tears of joy crept into my tired dressing room came Goliath, follow- entertaining and informative dis- 

slide-rule blinded eyes. “You won't ed by four more Goliaths, all of course. Mr. Janett is an old, old 

be able to write for at least three whom have been cover girls for grad from Wisconsin, (Class of 

weeks,” continued the doctor, wink- the American Medical Journal’s spe- "33)s 

ing at the twenty eager young in- cial issues on glandular freaks and Chaunce Reider, my spy in TRI- 

| terns who stood with machetes pois- monstrosities. At one point in the ANGLE, forwarded his monthly re- 

ed. Three cheers for our blood- fray, Goliath No. 3 had to be re- port with a touching plea for mer- 

stained infirmary! Joy was short- placed when he suffered a dislo- cy: “Have a heart Mac, our house 

lived; for my editor produced a bull- cated knee. This injury occurred isn’t as bad as you make it out to 

whip, coiled menacingly in his iron when his foot became entangled in be.” Okay, Chaunce, here is your 

| hand, when I entered his office to the net. Obviously, this was no bas- report verbatim: 

show him my excuse. ketball game; therefore no score Verily forsooth, We proclaim un- 

So here’s some LEFT HANDED was kept. to you... Hi!, from the boys at 

NEWS: There has been another revolution 438 N. Frances. 

Notice to the “revenooers” (an- in the ranks of the Badger Auto Seems as if another semester is 

other semi-colon) Club. Viva la Hanson! In a planned here, so we had another initiation. 

’Way down in the basement unit- coup, the Hansonites overthrew the The banquet was held at the Hoff- 

operations lab of the new chemical old regime by using underhanded man House on February 27, with 

engineering building, is a shiny new methods: an election. Fritz Hanson Professor Don Leskohier as the 

copper still; (19 small spigots ex- is now president, with his fellow main speaker. The products of that 

tend from 19 small bubble-plates, insurrectionist, Kent Kelly holding week are new initiates Arland Cap, 

allowing the operator to tap, at will, down the V.P. position. Tuesday, James Cherwinka, and Earl Erick- 

proofs ranging from 5 to 190. The March 9, saw the clubbers watching son. 

190 to be drawn from the top of the movies depicting the construction The second semester also sug- 

still, The faculty has greased the and performance of the Cummings gests spring, and since spring is 

ladder leading to the upper levels.), Diesel sport car. The Club is again springing, plans are being formulat- 

but the start of operations has been planning a reliability run. This run ed for a house tennis tournament. 

delayed due to the problem of hid- will be held later in the spring. Also the season reminds us of our 

ing the mash cookers. Watch for announcements! half painted house which, at the 

Dies Irae! Dies Illa! The Profes- A. I. Ch. E. held a section meet- risk of sounding repititious, will be 

sion has received a low blow. One ing Wednesday, March 24th in the painted by the members this spring. 

dark, cloudy day that foretold the Topflight Room of the Memorial Throughout this semester, please 

coming catastrophe, forty stout en- Union. Highlighting the meeting do us a favor and keep your eye 

gineers gathered on the basketball was a talk by Leslie G. Janett, new- peeled for items on our new bulle- 

floor of the University’s medieval ly appointed vice-president of the tin board in the Mechanical Engi- 

armory. Of this crew, five normal Ross Engineering Corporation. neering Building Lobby. Thanks. 
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Brig. General David Sarnoff, Chairman of the Board, Radio Corporation of America 

" we 4 
a viel Sees No. 1 wish come true! 

Television Tape Recording You can imagine the future importance INTRIGUING OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
by RCA Opens New Era of of this development to television broad- GRADUATING ENGINEERS 

¥ . P casting, to motion pictures, education, You're sure to find the exact type of 
Electronic Photography industry and national defense. And you challenge you want in Engineering De- 

can see its entertainment value to you, velopment, aes eT pape facuuing at , . . SA. Men with Bachelor’s, Master’s or 
In 1956, RCA’s General Sarnoff will myour ould fame. There the tape equip Doctor’s degrees in EE, ME, IE or Phys- celebrate his 50th year in the field of | ™ent could be used for home movies, ies are needed. You'll find your optimum 
radio. Looking ahead to that occa- and—by connecting it to your television career work among the hundreds of prod- 

| i. . set—you could make personal recordings ucts RCA produces for the home, sci- sion, three years ago, he asked his of your favorite TV pro ence, industry and Government. 
family of scientists and researchers a vonite 1 programs. Tt you have th any edueati ad 3 a +key 99 ave the necessary education 
for three gifts to mark that anniver- ee enka gautudetor oie tte and experience, you will be considered . ee . Sarn it was only a matter o for a direct engineering assignment. Oth- aa () A television ic sae time, perhaps two years, before the fin- erwise, you'll participate in our Special 

n electronic air conditioner, (3) ishing touches would bring this record- ized Training Program, in which you 
A true amplifier of light. ing system to commercial reality. He canexplore RO s me ey eat ene Gift No. 1—the video tape recorder described it as the first major step into Bincering operations for a full year. H = ' = a ‘ s : . ii < . > Your rapid professional advance it has already been successfully demon- _” €ra of “electronic photography.” ivienhaneed at RCA by the free flow of 
strated, two years ahead of time! Both Such achievements as this, stemming engineering information. 

color and black-and-white TV pictures from continuous pioneering in research Write today to: College Relations, 
were instantly recorded without any pho- and engineering, make “RCA” an emblem. RCA Victor, Camden, New Jersey. 
tographic development or processing. of quality, dependability and progress. Or, see your Placement Director. 

® 

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
World leader in radio— first in television 
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Industrial Engineering _. gard to the overall problem. Industrial engineering of- 

beont fers objective analysis of such problems in the light of all 
continued from page 23) . 2 

head costs and setting up a critical comparison of pro- known facts and available equipment. 

posed and present methods for management study. 9. Study all present warehousing methods, inventory 

6. Establish a full new process or operation in the plant, levels and costs with a view to reduction of storage ex- 

developing it to the production stage, then turning it over _ pense, lessened damage to materials, and higher acessibil- 

to the production department. A strong potential area of _ ity of all stored materials. 

work for industrial engineers lies in the development of 10. Analyze all operations and set time standards for 

mew (processes; NEW methods, or techniques into produc- gach operation, determining allowed times for jobs, pro- 

tion ase. : per rest and delay allowances and providing a basis for an 

7. Develop improved bench assembly methods within a incentive type of payment within the department or plant, 

high labor cost department through work analysis, motion if it appears feasible. 

study, micromotion (filming) techniques, developing im- 11, Analyze all paperwork in a plant or department, its 

proved workplace layouts, better work balance, etc. Many 5 : , ‘ 
: . . . ‘orms, uses, purposes and relationship to the requirements 

techniques are available for this type of analysis and the 
‘ : 3 . . of the plant. Many present day systems are the result of 

industrial engineer draws upon those which best fit the : + + . 

’ , adding a form here or there, multiplying paperwork in- 
problem at hand or else devises his own approach to a a . z 

. ; : . definitely without serious thought to the whole needs of 

solution. Many such problems while appearing simple at : 
‘ z * + the plant and its management. Such work has been termed 

first glance involve long hours of analysis and experimental 39 : : . : 
3 : systems analysis” and is an important area in which the 

work to develop improved methods. Once installed these. . i 4 
ee adi RE s industrial engineer can logically operate. 

usually result in significant savings to the concern. / : 

8. Install an improved materials handling system within 12. Establish a complete, or partial, production plan- 

a plant extending from receiving through stores, manu- ing and control system to fit the demonstrated needs of 

facturing and on through to shipping. Materials handling the plant. This may involve ues of newer scheduling sys* 

costs are one of the largest potential savings areas in pres- tems, fewer forms, changes in manufacturing procedures, 

| ent plants wherein improved methods and equipment fre- OF Many other possible elements. 

quently pay for themselves in a very short period of time. 13. Analyze the inspection methods and procedures in Y: P' Pp 

| Too frequently “spot” or local solutions are developed to the plant. This might lead to the setting up of improved 

solve a particular odious handling problem without re- (please turn to page 54) 
a 
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ff CER ge " . | @ Vera Log Slide Rules 
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y fee . ®@ Lefax Engineer Books 

A ee : | @ Aluminum Sheet Holders | 
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V , ee oe s | © Pencil Sharpeners | 

@ There's a K&E slide rule for every purpose. Whether designed eS Pls — | l 

to meet the modest needs of the beginner or the exacting require- lr iL os Z | BROWN S 

| ments of professionals, all K&E rules feature “built in’ accuracy | | 

and reflect the skill and craftsmanship of America’s most experi- | aL | | 

enced slide rule manufacturer, EEC aacd | BOOK SHOP 
Surveying Equipment | 

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO. sem | 712 673 
st. 100 Slide Rules, 

| NeW. YORK: © HOBOKEN: Ni ds Measuring Tapes. | State Street State Street | 

Chicago ® St. Louis * Detroit * San Francisco * Los Angeles * Montreal ee 
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Hercocel®, a Hercules cellulosic plastic, is durable, lightweight, colorful, > and quickly and economically molded into intricate or thin-walled shapes. a Mee O SNH SCOT UL NS It is used for hundreds of industrial and consumer products, one of which 
is Connecticut Telephone & Electric’s new interoflice telephone shown here. ui 

In quarrying, as in metal mining, coal mining, and construction, proper = a 4 Tr  @~ blasting with the proper explosives promotes higher production . . . easier  * ow — 
work for men and machines. Hercules’ 40 years ef experience in the a |... 
development, manufacture, and use of explosives mean top efficiency  \e — Le 
and economy. —  « os os si ~ 

rere rsa net  , — ee " SG ee cs . “a 

-. nae T0 CUT BLASTING COSTS 7 _ ZC ~— 

oe ee — CC LULL oT rT Ve i |... Sree J | 

abe ae oe eh 8 ee ‘ [_ y . yy 

 — : ae Um 

le : 4 

~~ sy ae? any | Hercules’ business today helps 
. a a com? = almost everyone’s business. It 

. AL... - wore ] embraces the production of synthetic 
| oo »~—— _ ye? coe : resins, cellulose products, chemical 

\ a ta cs Dee : | cotton, terpene chemicals, rosin and 
.  —lLlUlUC<CMWCUCLTFDULC~COCOWWC EY | rosin derivatives, chlorinated products, 

_ _ hs le 4 and many other chemical processing 
: _ es 4 materials—as well as explosives. 

~~ —e- » . 4 Qo ie oe Through close cooperative research 
: _ Ce _ - with its customers, Hercules helps im- 

: i _ _  . rove the processing or performance of 

i fA many industrial and consumer products. 

Hercules’ continuing creative research in chemical materials is reflected in an 
increase in sales from $7,640,741 in 1913 to $190,202.417 in 1953; more than 
10,000 employees; and a history of 162 consecutive dividends since Hercules? ecsa-3 
organization in 1913. Send for your copy of our 1953 annual report. 

HERCULES POWDER COMPANY Wilmington 99, Delaware Bese 
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A Few Brain-Crackers For Your Spare Time ... Try Some! 

ANSWERS NEXT MONTH 

Here is a problem for all the boys in ROTC. There are We have been given twelve coins with the giver telling 

two points 1000 miles apart on the desert with nothing us that eleven are the same and one is counterfeit. The 

between them. At one point there is a man and a jeep counterfeit coin has a different weight than the genuine. 

with an unlimited supply of gasoline. The man wants to We are asked if the counterfeit coin can be found in 

get to the other point but he can only carry enough gas_ their weighings. What procedure would you follow? 
in the jeep to take him five hundred miles. It is obvious 

that the man will have to spend some time in building up rs Ps * 

stocks of gasoline between the two points if he is to ever 

drive the jeep across to the other point. Since the. man 

wishes to do as little traveling as possible to reach his Turn back the pages of time to your high school geo- 

destination, what is the minimum number of miles that he metry class. Show how to construct a circle tangent to any 

would travel in alternately building up his supply of gas- three circles. If you can find eight different solutions con- 

oline at way points along the route? sider yourself an expert. 

4 LAST MONTH’S ANSWERS 

DILL PICKLES a probable time of 3749.84 seconds. Experimental tests 

carried out with a duck (domesticated black mallard) in 

The most recent of the empirical data indicates that the primate lab at 37°C, relative humidity of 57%, re- 

theoretical calculations agree with the actual to within sult in a solution of 3750 seconds. The relatively large 

tolerable limits established by modern statistical and di- percentage error involved is in all probability due to the 

mensional analysis. Mathematical computations point out indeterminate stretching of the rubber bill. 

GEOMETRY MORRA 

Beats us, but the experts claim that a random strategy 

| 2 of showing one finger five times, two fingers four times 

: I , and three fingers three times out of twelve games is a 

sure winner at least 50% of the time if you guess 4 on 

your turns. 

LOGIC 

Bet your math didn’t help much on this one. The guy 

was a midget and could only reach high enough to push 

the button for the eighth floor. 
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Another page for WIS LTE UT TUA 

—rti‘<OaisO..UC. Jet's wheel bearings have 

a When the F86-D Sabre Jet lands—the wheel bearings 
eee S56 | —. —— ce | takea triple beating. There’s the initial landing shock, 

ON mF a oe Sa an almost instantaneous acceleration; and, if there’s a 

a_i co ) ~_crosswind, heavy thrust loads. Bendix and North 
 & ~~ | ey —— American solved this triple punch problem by using 

L - _ » < y >—r— Timken® tapered roller bearings for all three landing 
cS _ - ]  .  .—=—r—r—_s—<sCtTrsés— wheels. Their tapered design enables them to take 

i — _ _ ss radial and thrust loads in any combination. And 
- _ _ _ _. zg Timken bearings’ true rolling motion and incredibly 

_ . -.—S—hAeMrt—t—ee—S—s—Ss=CF smooth surface finish practically eliminate friction 

es permitting rapid acceleration. 

Line contact helps TIMKEN” bearings ~~ 
. . cy el 

take jet landing load yi 
This cross-section drawing shows one reason Timken bearings are — ll ") 

ideal for taking the heavy landing load of the plane itself. Note the i ig kize, 
full line of contact between rollers and races. This gives Timken o a ae 
bearings high load capacity. It’s a basic advantage of roller bearings. : ceccumeninmeiieeiessasel 

Want to learn more about 
az hearings or job opportunities? 

ge iy a oe Some of the engineering problems you'll face after 
ewe | graduation will involve bearing applications. For help 

TIMKEN pe \ oom in learning more about bearings, 
» SV I = write for the 270-page General In- : 

rrened role Beanies \u\ Aggie) ‘orson Mow! nice as 
\ cn excellent job opportunities at the es 7 > C—) Timken Company, write for a copy [| ui A ay 

sii by ian, 
$ of ‘This Is Timken”. The Timken cies i 

Roller Bearing Company, Canton 

6, Ohio. ! 

NOT JUST A BALL © NOT JUST A ROLLER > THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER c= 
f BEARING TAKES RADIAL @ AND THRUST ~@— LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION Hc 
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i i : beings to the d in: iation Science Highlights -- — rins* ' she damaging radiatio 
Attend (continued from page 27) fomvatonic ee ast. 

radiation, the more powerful cousin 
: < “PINT SIZE” 

Ummer ¢ 00 of ordinary ultra-violet rays that 
LINEAR ACCELERATOR 

cause sunburn. 
@ a . A powerful new tool of nuclear 

or n meers The characteristic peculiar to * wy 
: . research — Stanford University’s 

“ ‘ vacuum. ultra-violet light is its fa- biflicnwelt, superdiie he n 

in Colorado's id absorption by air, with the re- » sup g n-rrequency, 
pid absorption by air, with the re : 

Rock Mountains 200-foot-long electron linear accele- 
y sult that the rays never penetrate : : b ds 3 

s . . ild 5 rator — is going to e made in 

Located in Boulder, with its mi the earth’s layer of atmosphere. woe - f 
climate and cool nights, in view of a junior sizes for cancer therapy and 

snow-capped peaks, and withia oe Scientists say that although it inspection of industrial products. 

oad veiais the Os mone “us produces radiation found only at The “toned down” accelerators 

* * altitudes of 150 to 200 miles, the will be manufactured and sold b 
University of Colorado ezauveh vsol ieowon ineented y 
a { f new research tool ts not intended as the X-ray Department of General 

offers an unusual program of summer ; : - 5 
study and recreation... The a means of studying the problems of Electric Company under a 10-year 

. ° space travel. agreement with the University, ac- 

College of Engineering They say the extensive basic re- cording to a joint announcement. 

provides excellent opportunities for search made possible by the device They should be on the market 
study for undergraduate or graduate L f es 

degrees, for satisfying prerequisites, may lead instead to such develop- within the next few years. 
for makeup, or refresher courses. ments as an improved phosphor Stanford - designed accelerators 

Graduate and undergraduate courses f lewisi . b ’ 3 . . . 

in the College of Engineering are of- or television picture tubes, better shoot” electrons in a straight line 

fered in the fields of— fluorescent lamps, new electronic through a copper tube at almost the 
APPLIED MATHEMATICS * . z : 
ARCHITECTURE devices, and a better device for speed of light — approximately 

ARCHITECTURAL ENGINECRING measuring the exposure of human 186,000 miles per second. 

CIVIL ENGINEERING 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
ENGINEERING PHYSICS 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 4 

Classroom, laboratory, library and g 

other teaching facilities are unexcelled 1” 

in the Rocky Mountain region. Regu- s Ny 

lar teaching staffs are supplemented by G 4 — 

visiting lecturers from other institu- La B fX \ $ ee 

tions and industry. Special research "xd So17 K S Nl “ oe 

projects and seminars offer opportunity q ** an A oS ee 

for creative work. WY, par > jeer. aN) | ae 
All courses offered by the College of nica Med . ee a Ze ea 

Engineering run for ten weeks— fs Se Wh TN ve Pt ets hae ee 

CO A Ee ret es OS aor JUNE 14 to AUGUST 24 Bo oe Foe 2s 
Other University courses are offered for five- Ls fe ae tse TE oO eet 
week or ten-week terms. (June 14-July 20; : Cae ia a aoe oe! eat ra as 
July 22-August 24.) : bid ee om c* + ee ote ie 

The University's own Recreation Depart eae eee i | oie : [ 
ment offers a planned program which sup- ekg Ae ui Beet - A ait a TRA : 

plements. education. Students have ample / Aa lene ba Vee _ ee 
opportunity to see scenic Colorado. Drives ane lee . "ik a et nae 

over spectacular mountain highways; week- ee ag Sd - . oe ae Y 

end climbs to nearby peaks with experienced i : . eth ae 
guides; easy hikes to adjacent mountain spots; ngs $ f = ae i a 3 
steak fries and picnics, and campfire enter: Gy ee ’ . : 
tainment near mountain streams, are all part @ & vi - 4 ae sf 

of the program. ee ee a ig eo : 

Typical tuition and fees for, the 10-week ee - 3 <b A cas 
Engincering program are $105. The charge is eae. e Cera cee ea : 
determined by the number of hours carried. = nA a as: a 

Living accommodations are available in se aa Z a aceon ua 
attractive and spacious University residence A EE Sa 
halls, private homes, fraternity and sorority - ns = "9 

houses, and student rooming houses. Typical rc _imrtmrmrmr—tC~—“‘“‘ OCSdD OO 

room and board rates are $170 for 10-week er ee“ Se ee —=—e 

rere Bo ay gS ee ee 
Choose the University of Colorado this 0 

summer. Combine. makeup, refresher oF _ a - nena NN oN 
graduate courses with a Colorado vacation. 

A 
§ FILL OUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON § CAPACITOR BANK FOR HIGH-POWER LABORATORY 

: TODAY FOR FURTHER INFORMATION : This 21,600-kva, 60-cycle bank used to simulate the capacitance of 

| a g of -capacitors at the Westinghouse long transmission lines or cables for 

B Please sen fneeri i i a Electric Corporation’s high-power circuit-breaker evalution or for d Engineering College information. P gh-Ppi 

: VOuE Natt Gece ansecccassssstuitcoeintueenesencie ' laboratory can be operated at 1.7 tests on switching of shunt or series 

A staan 4 times normal voltage to give it 65,- capacitor banks. The bank is insul- 
se ]Ossesscecssecsesnssscesessssnsssesssensssseavensscessrsesssees . 

: i 000 kva, the largest amount of re- ated. for operation at voltages as 

City, Staten ssseessessseesusssessseessussssnssssesetonees active kva for test purposes at an’ high as 198 kv, line-to-ground (345 
purp y & & 

hi gaia industrial laboratory. This can be kv line-to-line). THE END 
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| i \ ae 
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al che ch: |e ee 
ee CO de ee ee SC 

y Wee lel 
or ee 6B UP WS yy 

\ Cle i es ae gS 
‘ a see Se / |b 8 

} - 2 ” ee 
Nothing replaces [Individualized Training! 

wIiiriiATMTTTTTTTMTAND 

e@ When you join ranks with Square D, mechanical, industrial and general engi- 
you can be sure you'll get complete, indi- neering talent. We're proud of the calibre 

vidualized training from seasoned men of men we employ, train and advance. 

who know electrical distribution and con- They're the kind of men you'd like to work 

trol like a book. Equally important, they with. Why not let us tell you more about it? 

know how to pass along that knowledge in 

| a practical, down-to-earth way you'll like. : oe 5 

e Year after year, Square D looks to the Square D Company, Dept. SA . 
nine schools shown above for electrical, 6060 Rivard Street, Detroit 11, Michigan 

I'd like a copy of . 
Square D's ““Get-Acquainted”’ brochure. 2 

MAIL THE COUPON y 
i sca 

We’d like to send you : 

a 12-page “‘get-acquainted” brochure. SN 

It tells a lot about Square D, eae a 

its products, services, City. Zone. State. : 

markets and opportunities. ‘ . | 

| A 

a SQUARE J) COMPANY 
= cee ewe ie ae 
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Freeways _. freeways, and thus people who continued to use these 

routes would have safer driving conditions. 

(continued from page 21) (4) Time savings—This was computed by completely 

with Los Angeles motropolitan area repair garages re- neglecting the value of the time of a non-commercial driv- 

vealed a minimum of 0.20c per vehicle mile repair charges &*; which is certainly appreciable, and considering only the 

on brake relining and adjustment and clutch repair. Since time of commercial operators as reported by the Highway 

practically all of this is due to the stop and go races at Research Board “Abstracts.” Studies made in New York 

intersections, non-stop travel on freeways would eliminate indicate that the non-commercial drivers’ time alone was 

about 90'¢ of this cost, or 0.18¢ per vehicle mile would worth more than the value assigned to time of commercial 

beveaved, drivers (0.87c per mile), but since it is quite difficult to 

Assuming that only % of the cost of tires ($80+30,000 compute, it will be neglected. Thus, the benefit is cer- & y = 

=0.27c) and the cost of moving parts repair, excluding tainly conservative. 

clutch and brakes, (0.25c, according to surveys of fleet Besides this basic figure of 2c per mile of freeway op- 

operations) are caused by stops, there is an additional erations savings, there are many direct and indirect bene- 

savings of 0.06c per vehicle mile. Thus the total extra fits to the motorist and the citizen whose property is in 

cost caused by stops is 0.24c per vehicle mile, a figure less the vicinity of the freeways. Among these are stabiliza- 

than the amount estimated by other engineering analyses. tion of property values, relief of overburdened surface 

(3) Accident savings—Using figures and advices from arteries, doubling of the practical radius of real estate 

the Association of Casualty and Surety Companies, based development on a travel time basis. increased access to 

on monthly reports received from the insurance commis- recreational or cultural facilities, increased mobility in 

sioner of California, the accident cost per vehicle mile in times of disaster emergencies, increased tourist travel, ret 

California in 1950 would average 0.70c. Utilizing results duction of strain of driving, and the many benefits to the 

of a previous report on completed sections of freeways, motorists who continue to use the old arteries after the 

the accident rate is 1/5 that of typical surface routes. freeway is built. It is easy to recognize that the sum of 
Therefore, the savings would be 4/5X0.70c=0.56c per these benefits is worth a great deal, perhaps even greater 

mile of freeway travel. Accident rates would also go down than the direct cash savings that every motorist using the 

on surface routes if most of the traffic was shifted to freeway realizes. 
(please turn to page 60) 

id h h The idea that caught 7 —— —= 

"ape "COLLEGE TYPING like 
COMPANY 

a 
iN es. | 527 State Street 

in i N | MADISON, WIS. 

i) | J \ => | | 

ot i ah} ry | AFR . 
ee 7 i . = ' BOOST {O),.., t | Tl ’ wy i» a . 

—_ » all * AD | y % ; Lg r ~ y Typing of: | 
\ y/ 

y j THESIS - THEMES - NOTES 
J y | 

a APPLICATIONS | 

Many important improvements in the are available on more turning points | 
design and construction of farm machin- than ever before. 
ery and equipment have been made This popular development, the Fafnir 30 Years of Experience with 

possible by this low-cost, easy-to-install | Flangette, reflects the Fafnir “attitude Tweety work 
ball bearing unit. It simplifies construc- and aptitude” ... a way of looking at | BLVersihy: We 
tion ... eliminates cost barriers...im- bearing problems from the manufac- | | 
proves overall performance. Asa result,  turer’s viewpoint... an aptitude for sup- | 
the advantages of precision ball bearings _ plying the right bearing to fit the need. | e 

| 
jucilalle 

see ee ase FA F Nl 4 R | New Owner, But SAME PER- 
sound- . i ints in the manufac- 

ing ene use ot Fafnir Bal BALL BEARINGS SONNEL, LOCATION, HIGH 
Bearings is available agi 

| peering, clase puny New (2 QUALITY WORKMANSHIP 
Britain, Conn., for details. MOST COMPLETE Koy LINE IN AMERICA 

ers — pees —___| 
Oe 
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ee poser ii : 

le ) yourself in | a 
een fe rh bua oo i | Boe = Oe S | | his place... — 

Jo: Ok he was knee-deep in textbook, We ae | is year ago he was knee-deep in textbooks, : 
apok oo a plugging for his B.S. Tonight he’s on his it 

lay STS ¢ iP way to Vancouver, or Miami, or Portland, pe 
2 [ eas : i | Maine. Tomorrow he’ll help an Alcoa cus- nn 
a a yp Li. tomer make a faster ship, a stronger shovel, ney 
a - rr. CC a lighter highway trailer. | 
1 | | ie ao 2y : o | | In Alcoa laboratories, plants and sales nn 
te _.. ~~ |, | offices from coast-to-coast, ambitious young op , ye — 2 28 : ing 

° a ya 4 Sales Development Engincers are helping _— 
oe qj. - _ to make aluminum more useful, in more 
OUP lL SCUErt—“=R if ways, to more people. We need more men lt SS. Ve i ways, DEOr : ( rti<(‘ ‘ ft just like them to help us meet ever-growing i 
Oy fo wS . | | demands for Alcoa Aluminum . . . Alcoa pre 

0 i .. | 7 (C _ Maybe you are already thinking about a 
> ©. ff : ee trading your textbooks for a position in ; 
- i | _ production supervision, industrial research pees 
-— wo |. 7 or sales engineering. Tell us about it, give cD —UhLrUL C—O DD : sry é , — ~ ee us anidea of your background in Chemical, 

- i st cet ot Electrical, Mechanical, Metallurgical or RO 
. _ | _. == Industrial Engineering. seen 
i. = . | _... een Good men go places fast with Alcoa, in — 
— SS ee their daily associations with leaders in the 
7 rr aluminum industry. Right now it may be mio 

<— / We quicker than you think from a seat in the bia 
aos , ees classroom to your career with Alcoa. Why 

: ™ a — not find out? 
a —— verte. me Your Placement Director will be glad to 
eee, SU eee make an appointment for you with our — ie .. <o = PI ; yo} : LULU 4 a ee Personnel Representative. Or just send us 

 ——rr—™__—e : ee eer : ee > an application, yourself. 

i — ee D . AvLuminuM Company or America, 1825 
—..—s—a_i—_—c—sc _ L ] Alcoa Building, Pittsburgh 19, Penna. 

Sn: Ae A ee 
ed 

[ALCOA 

ALU AAIN GU AA 

renee, : ALUMINUM GOMPANY OF AMERICA 
5 eeEeE ll 2 

cr ee 

ALCOA ON TV brings the world to your armchair with ‘‘SEE IT NOW” featuring Edward R. Murrow. Tuesday evenings on most CBS-TV stations, 
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(continued from page 29) Woody where possible, so that they which will stimulate and_ protect 

fulfill our obligation, as host to en- can identify and contact all or- the two professions in the proper 

gineers throughout the nation. ganizations and members who would performance of their duties, and 

Detailed information for registra- make contributions to the meeting support each other in activities 

tion will be in your hands shortly. fund. Each and every contribution which may benefit one or both and 

The March issue of the “American will be acknowledged and the donor reduce annoying friction in the bor- 

Engineer” is evidence of the first will be recognized as a sponsor of der of over-lapping activities.” 

effort to reach all of the NSPE the meeting. This is a_ privilege There was considerable discussion 

members. The succeeding issues will which no one should be denied. from the floor concerning the regis- 

carry additional information. We We all are familiar with the great tration law. As a result of the dis- 

are contacting each of the mem- strides being made by the National cussion it was suggested by Mr. 

bers of NSPE through a separate Society of Professional Engineers Harold Trester that the board of 

mailing piece which will be mailed and that the 20th annual meeting directors screen the work of the 
during the first week of April, so in Milwaukee is definitely a step in various committees that are work- 

that everyone will have the oppor- the direction of making more peo- ing on the registration law, in or- 

tunity to request detailed informa- ple and organizations aware of pro- der that this work may be better co- 

tion and make plans to be here. fessional engineering. Better gen- ordinated. 

We must all be sure to understand eral knowledge of the professien Mr. George Steinmetz, chairman 

that the annual meeting of NSPE is will enable the engineer to fulfill of the by-laws committee, reported 
intended for all members, and is not his obligations to society in our for that group. He pointed out that 

solely for the officers and directors fast growing economy which con- the proposed change of the by-laws 

for conducting business of the so- stantly requires more engineering which would make the fiscal year 

ciety. Since the greatness of the Na- talent. of the society coincide with the ad- 

tional Society of Professional Engi- Reserve June 9, 10, 11, 12 on ministrative year would work ex- 
neers stems from the fact that it is your schedule now. treme hardships and cause consid- 

a “grass-root” organization, all At the January 28th meeting of erable confusion in the bookkeep- 
members are invited to the many the board of directors, a sum not to ing of the national society, and 

professional sessions sc heduled exceed $500 was appropriated for therefore recommended that the 

throughout the meeting at which the use of the NSPE 1954 conven- members vote “no” on this pro- 

actual society business is conducted. tion committee. Mr. Guy Woody posed change. He supported the 

You will find the program, being was instructed to provide a copy of recommended change which would 

organized by Mr. Orrin E. Andrus, the budget for the NSPE conven- combine the office of secretary and 

of great interest and entertainment tion, said budget incorporated as a treasurer at the board’s discretion. 

value. His plans are co-ordinated part of the minutes. Mr. Woody The board supported both recom- 

with Mr. Paul Robbins, executive was authorized to make direct con- mendations. 

secketary: of NSPE, who is supple- tact with the national chapter for 

menting the program with nationally dhe purpose of eaixingstands for the MEMBERSHIP REPORT 

known personalities. NSPE convention, March 15, 1954 

Special attention is being given to While Western Chapter is resting 

organized tours through our diver- * in first place, Fox River Valley 

sified nationally known industries, BOARD OF moved from FOURTH to SEC- 

to our educational institutions, and DIRECTORS MEETING OND place. Wisconsin Valley and 

to our utility and municipal instal- At the January 28th meeting, the Northwest are also in there with 

lations. Plans include reserved tick- proposed organization of a joint over 50%. 

ets for the Braves game on June committee on interprofessional re- Let there be no doubt about our 

11th, and a steak dinner banquet at lations of architects and engineers objective—check your quotas again 

the Elks Club. Time and space will was discussed but final action was —the quotas are there if you want 

not permit covering all details but postponed to the March 13th meet- them. With the same effort that was 

the plans are terrific. ing. This committee, to consist of put into the preliminary work now 

Naturally a meeting of this pro- six each of engineers and. architects, directed to the follow-up you can 

portion can not support itself by would attempt to “coordinate the fill the quota in the last quarter of 

| money received from registrants. efforts of the Wisconsin Architi- our administrative year. Don’t for- 

| We ask therefore that each of us tects Association and WSPE in pro- get to invite your new members to 

assist the finance committee under tecting the public health, welfare the NSPE national meeting in Mil- 

. the chairmanship of Mr. Guy V. and. safety, cooperate in activities waukee in June, 1954. 
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Secret e 

eth. NEW MEMBERS 
iliates 

Chapter as of 7/1/53 

W is Ist - 35 Name Chapter Sponsors 

FRV is 2nd 117 Plaehn, Louis C. M_ Ray E. Behrens 

WV is 3rd - 41 Maersch, Robert E. M _E.C. Koerper 

NW is 4th 51 Morrison, Gordon J. FRV_L. H. Kingston 

SW is 5th = 199 Takle, Carl K. SW L. W. Stockner 
M is 6th - 342 Hamilton, John Wm. SW L. W. Stockner 

SE is 7th 64 Weiss, Leonard A. SW W. F. Turner 

Out of state is 8th 45 Arnold, Charles E. SW Harold N. Kingsbury 

—_ Ashton, Clay G. SW J. L. Von Gunten 

914 Sparr, Stanley N. SW Harold N. Kingsbury 
Quota 3/13/54 % Quota Birch, John R. SW John Gammell 

10 8 80.0 Ritchie, Earl A. MH. J. Durst 
41 a2 33.6 Hotchkiss, Clifford M_ V.R. Tate 
15 8 53.3 Heth, Sherman C. SE Rudolph R. Gocht 
17 9 93.2 Hall, George H. FRV_ Wayne G. Bryan 

33 26 49.0 Gibb, John William M Ray E. Behrens 
141 38 26.2 Zeller, Josef J. M_ Geo. A. Sievers 

41 10 24.3 Lukey, John B. M_ Geo. A. Sievers 

32 ° 15.6 Nygren, Ernest J. M_ R.L. Perlewitz 

— —_ ——_ Daggett, Ronald L. SW D. W. Nelson 

350 126 36.0 Anderson, Robert I. SE Rudolph R. Gocht 

: Neff, Charles Wm. SW J. A. Gage 

THE SCORE! Pflug, Robert C. SW John R. Frederick 

FIRST QUARTER OF 754 Jacobsen, Paul W. FRV Wayne G. Bryan 

La Chappelle, Harris A. FRV_ E. C. Wagner 

350— —100% Brown, Robert L. FRV Gordon Mercer 

315— — 90% Mercen, Donald E. M J. R. Meyer 

280— — 80% Krohn, John M. M Lawrence E. Kaap 

245— — 70% Vander Wall, Clifford C. FRV_ Frank Carlson 

210— — 60% Kuckuck, Francis D. NW _ Neal Bartholomew 

175— _ 504% W. F. Baumgartner 

140— — 40% Anderson, Clarence V. NWR. G. Cooper 

105— 8 30% W. F. Baumgartner 

70— — 20% Sampson, Maurice W. MH. J. Zibble 

35— — 10% Kurtzweil, Terrence J. OS Harry Gute 

o— — 0% 
Schlies, Edward L. FRV Wayne G. Bryan 

Pedersen, Robert Wm. FRV_ C. W. Rollman 

Knop, Gerhardt Ernst M _~ Rudolph R. Gocht 

Ertz, Eugene J. NW L. Schmidt 

Can be filled from 4000 P.E.’s W. F. Baumgartner 
and E-I-T’s not _yet “in”. 

Ashosiseeisteatettntasionenenerteonircretvomssronert get-to-gether meetings. On Decem- the rehabilitation program that is 

: FOX RIVER VALLEY : ber 3, 1953 a dinner with the ladies carried on. He stated that clean- 

: CHAPTER : was hela. The Cheiseas aaodt way liness is a program in itself and has 

i R. E. LEE i followed through on the decora- had a good moral effect on the in- 
: Reporter ; : tonsvand was. heldeanchecEls Club mates while in prison and also af- 

: No chapter news submitted. i at Kaukauna. A “country style” ter being released. Examples were 

[Evvvvcsssnecsssssocoecesectecceersessuscsscereescosnssanssnseeseerea] turkey dinner was served. The stated where the men became more 

The Fox River Valley Chapter principal speaker was John C. interested in their future by study 

of Wisconsin Society of Profes- Burke, warden of the state prison at and learning a trade while in prison. 

sional Engineers activities have been Waupun. He gave an interesting An executive board meeting was 

of interest to the members in their talk on the problems and outlined held January 21, at Appleton. The 
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future program and work of the Directors son. Their terms in office will be- 

chapter was outlined. Engineers W. T. Gohn gin in June. Mr. Larson then intro- 

Week was discussed and a program 218 S. Barstow St., Eau Claire duced the speaker of the evening, 

| to be followed through. Gordon F. J. Hoeppner Mr. Howard Van Zandt. Mr. Van 

Meyrick, Green Bay, is chairman 631 E. Madison St., Eau Claire Zandt is an internationally known 
of Engineers Week, Wayne Bryan, E. R. Holm engineer, author, and. lecturer who 

Neenah, being chairman of the 105 E. Grand Ave., Eau Claire has spent years in the Orient. He 

| membership committee, outlined his Committee Chairnen has a master’s degree in oriental 
program for obtaining new mem- Civie Affairs FD. Kuckuck history, and speaks Japanese fluent- 

bers and E.I.T.’s. Membership in 514 Ripley St., Eau Claire ly. He is author of over 100 maga- 

the chapter as of January 1, was Education—T. E. Thoreson zine articles on East Asia, 22 of 

123. The next meeting was held at 715 S. Main St., River Falls which were written in the Japanese 

West DePere, February 3, at Club Hthies Practice —H. T. Hagestad language. He has on numerous oc- 

Nicolet. The topic was “Green 513 E. Elm St., River Falls casions lectured to native audiences 
Bay’s New Water Supply” and was Finance—S. V. Willson on their own customs and history. 

| presented by W. H. MacDonald, 2 &. Barstow St., Baw Claize In December, 1952, he made a for- 

president of the water commission Legislative—A. V. Lokken mal address in Japanese before the 

and H. W. Gochnaver, chairman of 1809 Hoover Ave., Eau Claire Diet in Tokyo. He is considered an 

the water commission’s engineering Membership—W.. F.. Baumgartner authority, even by the Japanese, 

| committee. This was an interesting 909 Fifth Ave., Eau Claire on all phases of Japanese life, cus- 

, subject as the city will be getting Program—V. M. Dufeck toms, and religions. 

| its water from Lake Michigan ap- 618 S. Farwell Ave., Eau Claire His experiences and observations 

proximately 40 miles distant from Public Relations—W. nN Rosenkranz in Japan were presented in a fas- 

| Green Bay. P.O. Box 344 Bedrooms: Balls cinating lecture of many quaint, 

Publicity—P. E. MeKinnen many odd, and many almost unbe- 

- 546 Churchill St., Eau Claire lievable facts about these some- 

Eherreeerannaunqunuaunmnneannsnnncunnnnnng] . . 2 times unfathomable orientals. But 

i WISCONSIN VALLEY 2 ee Bromotionr— he did not criticize or poke fun at 

i CHAPTER : "He Oo Beach Dr. them. In fact, he concluded his lec- 

i e : Rice Lake : ture with a selection from Ella 

: d; Ms ABERNATHY! : Fees and Classifications— Wheeler Wilcox: : Reporter : “T know there are no errors 

Jinnnonuniunondaununiannannnnnnnn) WT! Gobo. . In the great eternal plan 
218 S. Barstow St., Eau Claire . 

Next meeting at Wausau, March And all things work together 

20. Meetings scheduled for the year For the final good of man. 

are: Antigo, June 19; Wisconsin iH And I a as my soul speeds on- 

Rapids, Sept. 18; Rhinelander, Dec. : : wah 

| 1 p i MILWAUKEE CHAPTER : In its great eternal quest 

| i e 3 I shall say as I look earthward 

: : Whatever is—is best.” 
z CLYDE R. ETHIER z 

| a : 7 Reporter i 

: NORTHWEST CHAPTER i Esso nvsnnnnssstniinenesnueneinnsenseg RininaimatiinamnHAR amen 

: e i On March 9th, 1954, over 100 i WESTERN CHAPTER : 

: : engineers and ladies attended the : e i 
: R. N. MORRIS i oo, : i i 
7 Reporter : annual ladies night of the Milwau- z E 

: . kee Chapter of WSPE, which this : D. W. GRUNDITZ : 

Hebemstnctertsartneignnaquninrercncernrrneruannene] year was held at the University : Heporier i 

| 1954 Club of Milwaukee. The entertain- [Epinssitannscocecvstarsiicuignttoitnenecsaeeoneefs] 

Officers ment committee had planned cock- A color-slide illustrated talk on 

President—M. R. Charlson tails and dinner, without giving a an Alaskan Highway trip high- 

97 W. Madison St., Eau Claire thought to the fact that March 9th lighted the Ladies Night pre-Engi- 

Vice President—R. F. Bott was an election day. Because of this, neers’ Week dinner meeting of 

916 High St., Chippewa Falls the pre-dinner entertainment was Western Chapter WSPE, Tuesday, 

Sec.-Treas.—W. E. Hestekin consequently “dry.” February 16 at the New Villa, La 

716 Third Ave., Eau Claire After an excellent dinner, the Crosse. 

Past President—W. T. Gohn new officers for the 1954-55 term Professor Carlin Dahler of La 

218 S. Barstow St., Eau Claire were introduced by President Lar- Crosse State College presented a 
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WSPE THE GREATEST advancements 
most interesting and informative in electronics are being made 

slide lecture on his motor trip over To the E. E. in this oe because of mili- 

the Alaskan (formerly the Alcan) : tary emphasis. en now under 

Highway to Alaska, aerial views of or Physics ub years it dee this 

the Anchorage area including a re- activity can Ht Laem ror ‘uture 
cently erupted volcano, and on the Gr aduate application of highly advanced 

return trip to the United States by th 7 . electronic equipment. 

rail and ship. WHE Ce PeTnence un, YOU WILL serve as technical 
Reports on the annual meeting Radar advisor in the field to compa- 

in Milwaukee were made by chap- nies and government agencies 
ter president L. F. Kehoe and state a using Hughes equipment. 

membership chairman F. L. Carlson. or Electronics ie field of 

Plans for Engineers’ Week in La te ° BROADEN ie A te 

Crosse were discussed by President { Tn experience mn a ar an c ec 
: f : ' i tronics you will receive addi- 

Kehoe and public relations chair- { ae tional training at full pa 

man, D. W. Grundivz Here’s a new kind of career > in the Hughes Late 
The next meeting was held joint- | —_—_—— We" hatarise to Bedoriie 

ly with the La Crosse ASME com- | eee eee thoroughly familiar with 

mittee on Wednesday, March 24, at ' eer = Hughes radar and fire control 

the Cerise Club, La Crosse. Dr. Le--7 equipment 

Francis Tatnall of Baldwin-Lima- High#a Researchand . 

Hamilton spoke on “Making Things Development Laboratories fea TRAINING you will be 
Stronger by Making Them Lighter.” a a the Hughes representative at 

Dinner was at 6:30 p.m. and the ane engaged nee a company where our equip- 
technical session at 8:00 pan _tinwing program for ment is installed; or you will 

design and manufacture advise in the operation of 
Eheeenuaniumnnnnnnnninnnnnnnnenssnnty of advanced radar Hughes equipment at a mili- 

? SOUTHWEST CHAPTER : and Jive control systems tary base. (Overseas assign- 
: ° i in military all-weather ments, single i 

i 7 fighters and interceptors. men only.) 4 » 
F C. H. GAUSEWITZ : (= 
i Reporter : Ly 

[Efevsssssssssnescoocsssnsonssnscucoseueuncecessersoaessnssnsencersseres] o> . "ie A) 

SOUTHWEST CHAPTER NEWS 1 _ Te oS N~ 
The regular meeting of the S a - © bn ti -* 

Southwest Chapter occurred during A . > . ae 2. ie 
National Engineers’ Week on Tues- Hughes Field Engineer : A | e x Ce -_— 
day, February 23, at the Nakoma structs aroup ot ve | - Pa Yo 

Country Club, Madison. Fores ‘Aeshoiefane in be oy % P 7 D oo }] 4 

The speaker of the evening was maintenance of Hughes Lt Ve ~ — Pw 

Dr. Clifford Lord, who is the di- saulpment. : : aw E be | : “¢ 2 | 

rector of the State Historical Society : ae : he 7 : os > 

of Wisconsin. Dr. Lord’s subject was Le pe _ \ 7 

“The Presence of Our Past.” The I _ "hl pk 

first portion of his program was a ad | | Oi ft m4 

talk relative to the history of en- - io i. | ’ oN 

gineering in our state as revealed - (jase oe 

by research of the society, and thus a Cl r 7 

tied in the theme of the second por- y | { Research: 
tion which was a 30 minute docu- = a |! and 
mentary film. “The Presence of Our 7 Development ! 

Past” dramatized the story and _ ii Hughes Laboratories { 

character of Wisconsin people, their eq yp! SCIENTIFIC | 

traditions and heritage. Si CO { AND ! 
—— ENGINEERING 

NOTE: Our chapter has eleven me! snake: ! 

new members since the last meeting. fe | Culver City, Los Angeles County, Calif. | 
Can we do as well before the next ly, ! | 
meeting? THE END si biomes 
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Industrial Engineering acm ® been mentioned eastlten, Nor has its development in any 

way stopped. Today’s interest lies increasingly in the 
(continued from page 42) isieal tsi f ; ik di h 

methods, statistical control techniques and lowered in- Statistica: SDALYaIS BEES ©) operations Research. and. in the 
spection costs. growing area of automatic factories commonly called 

Examples of the industrial engineering function do not Automation. 

| end with this listing. It is but a typical cross section of the A student interested in this field of work can special- 

type of problem which these men are assigned to work ize in industrial engineering within the mechanical engi- 

on. The scope and importance of work assigned to a par- neering framework of courses, either at the undergraduate 
ticular man or group of men may vary widely with the or at the graduate level here at the University of Wiscon- 

type of concern, its size or its type of product but the — sin. Within the regular mechanical engineering program 3 

same range of problems exist regardless of the specific options exist, namely (1) heat power, (2) design, and (3) 

form they may take. Problems exist regardless of company industrial. A student can, if he desires, utilize all of his 

size, the small concern may need only one industrial en- free elective courses toward his major interest. Many 

gineer while the large producer needs a staff of large size students extend their special interests into a fifth year of 

| where within the department men will specialize on par- graduate level work and are able to considerably broaden 

ticular phases of industrial engineering such as time study, their scope of training through the Master’s degree work. 

plant layout, methods, Processing, or others. Within the industrial engineering group of courses 
Industrial engineering is not new. Its roots were devel- 3 ; — : Bewed 

; : there are available offerings in industrial organization, 
oped by the early 1900’s, but between then and now it has : . : ; . 

e - te pees ” time study, plant design, inspection and quality control, 
grown beyond the “speed up” or “efficiency expert” stage tooling, materials handling, cost ana'ysi ducti : 

: . ; 1. 5 g lysis, production pro 
| which blossomed in the 1920’s. On!y in the past 15 years 1 
! : : : . cesses, plant layout and a number of other courses. In 
| has industrial engineering matured fully to the stature 7 j 
| 4 hich j . 4 oO ‘onal! \ addition the interested student can draw upon numerous 

ANG. SCOPE WIEN HE O€cupiEs toceye e easton y Peop’e offerings from other departments and can thus achieve a 
still refer to industrial engineers as “efficiency experts . 

_ . . : . reasonably complete background. Whether we call this 
but within the field itself this term disappeared long ago. : : 5 : . ; 
Tod finds industrial : . . : work industrial, production, or mechanical enginering 

e ay aoe anGS, INCMSLNS . EASUSCERE OC SED TNE an in- ‘there exists a real future challange to the student who 
creasingly important technical function which cuts clear h . : a 

. . i: chooses to pursue this expanding field. 
across the industrial enterprise, usually at the staff or 

planning and analytical level. Its varied interests have THE END 

° ° 

f Seni Complete Engineering Books 

d Suppli ° 

This is for you! and supplies 
The Lincoln College Plan is a money for 

saving life insurance idea designed 
especially for college seniors. It will All Your Courses 

# pay you to investigate its many 

unique advantages. 

For more information call i 

: ‘ aa 
. DICK RANNEY S\ Gs; 
et ON 803 Tenney Bldg. 6-5466 za 

a a an) : en in i ae Representing 
OC. a = oe 

: nN Wig oy THE 
hace 7. 3 Ag LINCOLN NATIONAL ; ° 

‘Gig LIFE INSURANCE The University Co-op 
f ON — COMPANY 

\ 7 SO. 1325 University Avenue 
ea a 
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EXCESS HYDROCHLORIC ACID is put to work in this catalyst plant of the 
Morton Salt Company at Weeks Island, Louisiana. The acid is used in a 
process developed by a Standard Oil scientist to produce a top-quality catalyst. 

This story starts with a child’s sandpile and a the Bay Chemical Company, a salt cake pro- 
scientist’s curiosity. It ends eight years later ducer which, at times, had difficulty marketing 
with a new top-quality catalyst —the result of hydrochloric acid—a co-product of salt cake. 
a scientist’s ingenuity. The Bay Company, of Weeks Island, Louisi- 

One day a Standard Oil chemist took home ana, now merged with Morton Salt Company, 
some granular blast furnace slag from a neigh- became interested in the new catalyst and 
boring steel mill for his children’s sandpile. built a plant with the aid of Standard Oil sci- 

Suspecting that it had properties of potential entists. The output of this plant is a top- 
value, he took a pailful back to his quarters quality catalyst with unlimited new sources 

in the Whiting Laboratory the next day. of raw materials. 
Treating the slag with hydrochloric acid and This is only one example of what Standard 

then drying it in an oven produced 30 cc’s of Oil scientists accomplish in an atmosphere of 
powder that proved to be an effective and independent research. In our constantly ex- 
active catalyst. However, commercial produc- panding laboratories, our scientists are free to 
tion of the catalyst was uneconomic because investigate and pursue ideas, for Standard Oil 
of the market price of hydrochloric acid. To knows that one of a scientist’s greatest assets 
overcome this obstacle, Standard Oil contacted is his curiosity. 

° és. be : 

Standard Oil Company __ (stanparp 
910 South Michigan Avene, Chicago 80, Illinois 
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Neef, John H., ¢’04, has be- ,—l—F—oOoO_l, Cromer, Orville C., m’30, MS’31, 
queathed $1,400 to the University 4 Lo 3 ME’38, authored a recent magazine 

of Wisconsin to establish the Grace og - article for “The Military Engineer” 

Bradley Neef Trust Fund, in mem- ng | oo entitled “Liquefied Petroleum Gas 

ory of his wife, to be used to as- i. : - ee for Engine Fuel.” Mr. Cromer once 

sist in rehabilitation and education 2. _ io 2 taught heat-power engineering at 

of UW students who served in any i 2 ae a a the University of Wisconsin and. is 

branch of the U.S. Armed Forces : ty . utili. : - now in charge of courses in the 

in World War II. Mr. Neef passed en rr “ow automotive branch of mechanical 

away at Salem, Oregon, last Octo- \ 2 oF a 7 engineering at Purdue University. 

ber 14. = 8 al * — ES 

: . 

2 a . Wright, John F., ch’36, is now in 

Thelin, Carl F., m’53, publicity ee > charge of the petrochemical plant 

editor of the “Wisconsin Engineer” a“ | a operations on the east coast for Es- 

last year, is now a junior engineer y _ a ay so Standard Oil Company. Some 

for the Line Material Company, -~ 2 of the products made in these east- 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. : tag ™. ern plants include lube oil additives, 

gasoline additives, synthetic resins, 

Janett, Leslie G. ch’35, has recent- methyl ethyl ketone, and isopropyl 

: ly been promoted to the position of alcohol. 
Merlin M., ch’51, re- ‘ i 

Koenecke,, Merlin ° “ : © vice-president of the J. O. Ross 
cently addressed the University of i : : 

. . ; Engineering Corporation. Mr. Jan- 
Wisconsin chapter of the American . eee . . 

. . 3 ett, editor of the “Wisconsin Engi- ‘ ‘ 
Institute of Chemical Engineers on x. - Price, Reginald C., ¢’35, left early 

og . neer” in 1933-34, succeeds Alvin E. . . 
the subject “How to do a better job Monizomety, ¢h’21. as vice-presi- in March for Bangkok, Thailand, 

in industry”. Mr. Koenecke is a dent aed i. new sain indore where he will be on the staff of the 
chemical engineer with the Ethyl 2 P ° Bureau of Flood Control of the 

. . 3 being general manager of the Chi- 3 . 
Corporation, and is working at the . . United Nations. The bureau assists 

. cago office of the company. This : . . 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana, plant. : . various governments in that area in 

office handles the sales, engineer- : . : | ‘ . : : controlling and developing rivers. 
ing, field erection, and design of 

equipment that is sold throughout 

Hoekstra, I. Arthur, ch’43, is a the middle-west and southern gulf 

project leader in charge of flow states. The J. O. Ross Engineering Wisconsin engineers who attend- 

sheets, equipment design and speci- Corporation is primarily engaged in ed the annual meeting of the Tech- 

fications, layouts, job estimates, and the chemical engineering applications nician Association of the Pulp and 

materials requisitions for the Nia- involving control of drying and pro- Paper Industry and the American 

gara Alkali Company, Niagara Falls, duction processes, and has branches Pulpwood Association in New York 

N.Y. He also follows the erection in many cities in the U. S. and Can- City to present results of research 

of the equipment and instructs the ada. It is also affiliated with the on pulpwood and pulping methods 

operators. Mr. Hoekstra is secre- Ross-Carrier Corporation, Ltd., in included: John N. McGovern, ch- 

tary of the Niagara Falls Junior London, England, thus giving it 29, MS ’30, PhD’36; and Wayne C. 

Chamber of Commerce and. vice- world-wide coverage in supplying Lewis, ¢’36, both of the U.S. Forest 

president of the Electron Society. equipment to the process industries. Products Laboratory in Madison. 
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ee, 0 _ 7 -_ - 

ey eal | | Ei gl TAKE YOUR PLACE 

OE team a y (| WN A FIELD WITH A FUTURE... 

ye, as GE ge \ 7a rt~—~—™S ee 
bouene tad oe eC _____Isthere still some question in your min . ” OU MC: +4 mae | oe ee ___just where you fit into the engineering pic abil: | ee en If there is... and you want to apply your aad OU ve © i | | ity to a wide scope of industrial and held - f a _ _ i activity . .. consider the expanding field o: { 

eee _ C. ve | oe oe 
a ‘ of instruments to co: | 

| instruments in the power field | <_ The increasing use control 
ee “production lines... to test products ... to s 1 \ wi oo Dh bi . ‘research problems is reflected in the spectacular we We a \ growth of the field. In recent years, sales . ao | 

ae | i | a ‘Ga measuring instruments have risen 55% | a T i; a a _ and sales of scientific instruments 655 Ye | 

on™ ted ©. Pp Here at Leeds & Northrup, We help to meet | 
/ Dei” ae “these demands for more and better instrumentation. |  — é@ Wearea leading supplier of automatic, nie pie a a 3% - ‘cision, balance-type electrical angie dinienis - 8 Se | many segments of industry. Our automatic ee _ 

____ Instruments in the ceramic field __ | manual laboratory-type instruments for the aa “ _ 
/ 2. _ ot on science and research are recognized throug ou! - 

27 |, | the world. In addition, we are among the leading oo 
st | makers of furnaces for heat treating. i as. _ ... . - _ Perhaps your opportunity isin our salesengineer- eee ..  . ivision—helping to analyze and to solve the 

ea 
ing division Or,as — eel ___ instrumentation problems of our customers. Or, as  ._ a =. — 4 market development engineer, you would be c 

le —.:—s | cerned with fitting L&N instruments to new groups || = _ 
| applications. Your interest may lie in the design | ine field | and manufacturing of L&N products. It 80, you | 

: a ge ies niente aa oe _ | may qualify for an opening in product Won cr de : ' : B C Qo 4 a / / | industrial engineering, research, inspection or | 

od el ‘ ls i 7 ? | where among our 3000 people. \ 
oe ed oT ie | | ../_ Decide now to investigate your place in e e ee: | i | . : - or peak Atl ie oO ___. of instrumentation. Ask your placement 0 a ” 
os oT (oa - -a copy of our booklet, ‘Career Opportuni . | 
_| es - | = a | i. which describes the highlights about L&N. Or, | — = = i ©6©——S—~_ rite to the Industrial Relations Department, | 

|. EE ~—C__ 64850 Stenton Ave., Philadelphia 44, Pa. | 
_  .=s_:.. — i _ 7 

____Instruments and furnaces in the metal-working field _ | 

en OU Leeps || NORTHRUP 
- ' BS — —-— --, _ rt a : J Oo eer ee rrrtrts~—~Ss~—™ ' aie ! i paid 

hi = ‘ > he . in ‘ee . Atlanta * Boston + Buffalo « Chicago Cincinnati paeond ine: 
in Re i = ire FE —_—C Hartford + Houston + Los Angeles « Milwaukee + New Yor in 
es : Pt -. i a / | eéPittsbureh + San Francisco * Seattle + St. Louis + Tulsa * Integra, Lee : 

: eo ieee wy | —__& Northrup, Ltd., Birmingham, Eng. eo —  #§ Ce eLULULme S 
Ct ee | -—. a 

L. Instruments in the steel-making field ~~ — _ : oo 

ee _..._._—C-:«—._i‘iCéi;’CNNCCO CE Ec anc ce 
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a oo 7 Patents - - 
EV A N S (continued from page 16) 

Prosecuting the Application ference must be cited. The appli- 
We S . d When the complete application cant is usually allowed six months 

e ervice ani has been filed in the patent office, in which to reply to an action by 

Install Everything iv in: dlazsified: axeacding xo subject the patent office. The commissioner 

We Sell matter and referred to an examiner may, on notice, require reply in a 

in the proper division. In his first shorter aime but not in less than 
—_— action, the examiner points out any _thirty days. In his reply the appli- 
Two Stores errors of form and insufficiency of cant must respond fully to each rul- 

disclosure. He may require division ng and to each reference against 

on his finding that the application the claims. The replies to the ac- 
TELEVISION SALES covers two or more inventions, as, Hons are submitted to the Le ahd 

& SERVICE for example, a process and a pro- and considered by him. If the 

oes ee Line duct that in his opinion, do not truly amended claims are satisfactory, ar 

constitute a single invention. He may the arguments in favor of the origi: 

° reject some or all of the claims on a wenn vai oP sae the el the 
the basis of insufficiency of disclos- cratins abe avowed; i Hot, tae clattis : eee : ” 

RADIO SALES ure in the specification, or of lack at issue are “finally rejected. 

a0 ‘ ae of utility of the device or of lack of Issuance of the Patent 
niversi ve. : Dial S704 novelty over previous knowledge, or When, by action of the examiner, 

disclosures in previous patents. He it has been found the claims as re- 

e may find that some oF all of the vised are allowable, the application 

claims are in conflict with those of is put into final form, and notice of 

Madison’s Oldest Television a copending application of another allowance is sent to the applicant. 
Dealer inventor. In any action in which a Upon payment of the final fee, the 

| claim is rejected on the basis of a patent is issued. 

be prior patent or publication, the re- THE END 

WHAT ABOUT 4 FUTURE? 
| 4, 

W " OSCAR MAYER & CO. HAS A ‘GET AHEAD” pian 
OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO WISCONSIN MEN 

Oscar Mayer & Co. is one of the nation’s ten Opportunities are open to graduates in the follow- 
| leadi ith pl ; . ing fields: 

eading meat processors, with plants in Madison, MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM, leading 
Chicago, Davenport, Philadelphia, and Los Angeles. to a career in production or sales management 

Its growth has been steady and substantial, resulting PRODUCT CONTROL, with positions in Chemical 
in large measure from a progressive attitude toward employee Been ee aaieal Hikami Tashnslegy: Bester 

relations, technology, and product development. See your PLANNING AND ENGINEERING, offering a career 
Placement Director for further information about in Mechanical, Engineering 

* INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING, with a future in In- 
Oscar Mayer & Co., and its programs. dustrial Engineering or Business Administration . 

oscal OSCAR MAYER & CO. maison 1, wisconsin 
Ma e ye oe Bre naa i RS eal 

. £90, 7 ae aie ee 

i ear ne ee a Pe ae 
Fa PN pn We NE ce a Ca anime re, A gage, isa a 

Ser oe a 
ig ae ae, a te ee — : es. : 

XN cg ae ee ere WR cog i aan ree tl 7 ici ia ogee ee a ae : i ae tea eh ; 
ee ee fF ee ee ate 
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MOLECULE MAGIC... benefits of better living to people everywhere. 

This tiny drop of oil, say the chemists, contains And lighting the way toward the brighter future 
hydrocarbons—the raw material for hundreds of | 8 America’s all-seeing, all-hearing and reporting 
thousands of organic chemicals . . . the makings for Inter-Communications System. 

tires and textiles, for dyes, detergents and deodor- THE AMERICAN INTER-COM SYSTEM... 

ants, for paints, plastics and polishes, for agricul- Complete communication is the function, the unique 
tural and industrial chemicals. . contribution of the American business press .. . a 

_ Oil—the ointment of the ancients and preserva- great. group of specially edited magazines devoted 
tive for mummies—is old. It’s Nature 8 billion-year to the specialized work areas of men who want to 
alchemy that changed fish and lizard leftovers into manage better, research better, sell better, buy 
black gold . . . chemical “gold” that is just now better, 
being developed. 

COMMUNICATION IS OUR BUSINESS... 

DREAMLAND IN A DROP... Many of the textbooks in which you are now study- 
It wasn’t until this century that the chemical and ing the fundamentals of your specialty bear the 

petroleum industries began the molecular magic McGraw-Hill imprint. For McGraw-Hill is the 
that transformed a drop of oil into a two-and-a-half world’s largest publisher of scientific and technical 
billion dollar enterprise. works. 

How did it happen? Principally because of the After you leave school, you will want to keep 

way we Americans work. Every art, science and abreast of developments in your chosen profession. 
branch of engineering has the opportunity and the Then one of McGraw-Hill’s many business maga- 
incentive to add its drop of genius to the pool of zines will provide current information that will help 
progress. Here cooperation and competition bring you in your job. 

McGRAW-HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC. Sat 
Lies 

McGRAW HILL 7 
330 WEST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y. AOE 

ee SE 
HEADQUARTERS FOR TECHNICAL AND BUSINESS INFORMATION 
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Freeways _. are as real, though hard to evaluate; (@) Heavily used 

. freeways in congested urban areas, while costing much 
(continued from page 48) ‘ 

Applying the above listed benefits to the record of more, pay for themselves more quickly than lower cost 

vehicle mileage on presently completed sections of free- freeways in areas of less intense traffic demand. 

ways, we find that, on the conservative basis used, in the Thus we can see that freeways are a good solution, 

three year period 776,100,000 vehicle miles of travel at despite their high prices, to traffic problems in metro- 

2.00c per mile savings resulted in a savings of $15,522,000. politan areas. One all-important principle must be re- 

| The original cost of the 16.57 miles of freeways under membered, however, if freeways are to be successful. 

: study was $42,026,683. If these savings could be applied Hach of them has a certain maximum capacity that it can 

to payment for the freeways, their cost would be amor- accommodate, and going over this maximum defeats 

tized in less than ten years. If the savings over the rest many of the benefits offered to motorists by freeways. 
of the life of the projects were capitalized, this section of | This has happened on some freeways, and it will happen 

freeways would be worth over $100,000,000 in benefits to on more unless facilities are increased. A good example 

the motorists, besides paying for the initial cost of the of a really large increase in facilities is the present con- 

freeways. struction of the Congress Street Super-highway in Chica- 

| To be sure, these heavily traveled and high priced free- go. An eight mile long artery cutting east-west across the 

ways give a much greater return than do outlying free- city, it will cost $11,500,000 per mile when completed, and 
ways which cost less but carry lower volumes. This is due pass through the 13 story U.S. Post Office building. 
to the slowness and many stops on the surface streets in Four lanes of traffic will be carried in each direction, with 
congested areas. The traffic carried by a typical high vol- an additional four lanes for mass transportation facilities 
ume freeway will be three times as great, the unit benefits on the median strip separating the highways. Many other 
twice as much, and the cost twice as much as for a low large cities of the country are engaged in the same type of 

| volume freeway in outlying areas. construction, and thus some of our many traffic problems 

) Conclusions are being solved. 

. (1), “The Ssohomic benefits to the motorist from his (Some of the information Jor this story was taken from the 
tnvestme nt in freeways are direct and substantial; con- Dec. 1953 issue of “Traffic Engineering” and the Jan, 1954 
servative minimum savings are shown to be 2c per vehicle issue of the “Traffic Quarterly.”) » 
mile; (2) There are large benefits to the region which . . THE END 
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Sg 1) Ripe ROSES 
~ Mass production is the key to America’s set the pace for the nation’s progress. GARDENIAS 

industrial development and every manu- The long list of products includes CORSAGES 

factured need can trace its beginning back = Milling, Grinding and Screw Machines as ORCHIDS 

to machine tools and precision measuring well as Machinists’ Tools, Electronic 

tools. Measuring Equipment, Johansson Gage i 

For over acentury the Brown & Sharpe _ Blocks, Cutters, Pumps, Vises, Permanent W A G N F R S 

Mfg. Co., old in experience, young in Magnet Chucks and numerous shop 

ideas, has been working for the present equipment and accessory items. FLORAL SHOP 

but planning for the future; producing For information write Brown & Sharpe We Deliver Anywhere 

the machine tools and precision tools that Mfg. Co., Providence 1, R. I, U.S.A. In the World | 

Across from the Hospital 

Brown & Sharpe (BS | 7-1983 5.6229 | 
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i is = L for Boron-Carbon Precistors 

= Pb oe 

ONLY FILM TYPE RESISTORS 

ELITE cast EE ' (MEET HIGHER STABILITY STANDARDS 

—— BASIC TECHNIQUE — 

A thin coating of pre-cured and ... another reason why engineers prefer IRC Resistors 
stabilized resistance material 
is bonded to Special glass ran . 
i i t tf . . . . ye 

dcalusive’ Mament tyae tele: Advancing requirements of instrumentation, military 
ment. This is in contrast to the ° 2:8 ‘ 
carbon pill or slug principle of electronics and television focus emphasis on greater 
construction. Its uniformity and eye . . é a 

stability have proved superior stability for non-wire wound resistors. IRC believes its 
since the earliest days of radio. fil 

ament type construction offers the best answer to 
SPECIFIC EXAMPLES 3 

| ; more exacting standards. For over 28 years the film type 

| F "resistance element has proved its superior stability— 
i IRC Type BOC Boron-Carbon Precistors 

/ even in today’s newest IRC Boron-Carbon Precistor. 
— —{) EEE) — 

IRC Filament Type BT Resistors 

rr: INTERNATIONAL 
: IRC Type DC Deposited Carbon Resistors R E S | S T A N C E C 0 

—— a 401 N. Broad St., Phila. 8, Pa. 
: IRC Type MV High Voltage Resistors Whorver the Cirmuit, Say. -WW\- In Canada: International Resistance Co., Toronto, Licensee 
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BY I. R. DROPS 

Fie upon thee, little man Visitor addressing an employee at a large government 

With thy slide rule in thy hand; plant: “What do you make here?” 

Seated at your work all day Employee: “Horses’ heads.” 

While your roommates drink and play; Visitor: “That’s interesting. What do you do with 
Throw away your cams and charts chem?” 

Now’s the time to switch to arts. . 
Employee: “Send them to Washington for final as- 

* x * » sembly. 

A true music lover is a guy who, hearing a blonde so- * * * 

prano singing in the bathtub, puts his ear to the keyhole. 

* * % The ship was sinking, and the captain called all hands 

aft. “Who among you can pray?” he asked. 

Daughter: ‘I took Henry into the loving room last “I can,” replied the ensign. 

night, and...” 

Mother: “That’s LIVING dear.” “Then pray, shipmate,” ordered the captain. “The rest 

Daughter: “You're telling me!” of you put on life jackets, we’re one short.” 

* ee + * * a 

Legs are appendages that are extremely necessary to The reason for the amber light on the traffic signal 

basketball players and to girls who are trying to get to has finally been revealed: It gives the Scotchmen a chance 

first base. to start their engines. 

. * * * 
* * * 

A father and his young son who carefully held in his 

lap a shoe box punctured with air holes, were seated in a He: “I bet I know what you’re thinking about.” 
bus. When the bus stopped for a red light, the lad wak 

: he: “ : like it.” 
heard to ask, “Daddy, is my kitten a man kitten or a lady Shes “Welly you don’t actilike it 

kitten?” “ x x 

“A man kitten,” said the father promptly. 

“H 2” the b ti i. ‘ : 
aon do you ahi _eeey £2 med My slide rule is my sheperd, I shall not want. 

Every passenger within earshot waited expectantly for . 
| éhie reply, He maketh me to set down to the third place; and lead- 

“Well,” explained the father, “he’s got whiskers, hasn’t eth me to interpolate to the fourth. 
he?” He restoreth my average; and leadeth me along the 

. ‘ x paths of correct answers for his name’s sake. 

Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow 

Two editors gazed admiringly at the beautiful dress of of pop quizzes, I will fear no professor; for my slide rule 

the chorus girl. is with me. 

“Who made her dress?” one asked his companion. His log scales and trig scales they comfort me. 

“T’m not sure, but I think it was the police.” Thou preparest an answer for me in the presence of my 

# * * professors, thou annointest my paper with right answers 

and. my brain relaxes— 
We have read so much about the bad effects of drink- Surely Quality and Accuracy shall follow me all the 

that we have decided to give up reading. days of my life. 
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Case of the dry “oil” well 
Not at all unusual, you say? But this well was pur- waste section. In this way, any leakage in the pipe 
posely drilled that way! In fact, precautions were system causes fresh water to enter the surrounding 
taken to see that the well wouldn’t contact oil-bear- sands (or the inside waste system) and prevents 
ing sands. It was to be a vital part of an elaborate objectionable materials from reaching the sands at 
waste-disposal system built into one of Du Pont’s surface levels. 
new plants near Victoria, Texas. It is an example of Other interesting procedures are used throughout 
the unusual engineering problems which Du Pont Du Pont’s many plants to guard against river pol- 
technical men encounter. lution. For example, scientists were asked to make a 

The “well” itself is almost a mile deep—4900 feet, complete marine-life census on one river before a 
to be exact. Waste fluids from the plant are forced plant was built nearby. The company wanted to be 
down this well, to be absorbed by non-oil-bearing certain that no waste would be discharged which 
sands—far below the level of any surface water. would challenge the natural pattern of marine life. 
Piping near ground level is in the form of concentric Throughout the Du Pont Company, wherever there 
shells, and fresh water is delivered to the annular is a need for the services of technical men, there are 
opening around the waste pipe. Furthermore, the varied and interesting problems that present a chal- 
water pressure is higher than that of the fluids in the lenge to engineering skill and imagination. 

Now available for student ASME chapters and other 
college groups, a 16-mm. sound color movie—‘“Mechanical Engineer- 
ing at Du Pont.” For further information, send post card to E.I. REG. U.S. PAT. OFF 
du Pont de Nemours & Co, (Inc.), 2521 Nemours Bldg., Wilmington BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 
98, Delaware. ... THROUGH CHEMISTRY 

Watch “Cavalcade of America” on Television 
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FE ccssllasasnl : Ce etme 
Boeing eight-jet B-52 global bomber 

° ° ° ° ° 
Which field of engineering interests you most? 

| Whether it’s clectrical, civil, mechani- stable future with such long-range — requiring engineering co-ordination— 

| cal, acronautical or any related field, Boeing projects as a pilotless aircraft offers an opportunity for contacts with 

you'll find a rewarding career oppor- program (one of the largest in the a cross section of Amcrican industry. 

tunity at Bocing. country), development : Amcrica’s At Bocing, you'd work in Scattle, 

Engineers of virtually every type are arst q Fg lea i ot tc tan Washington, or Wichita, Kansas—two 
in increasing demand here—for Bocing sonic tig! 1 ies oars 4 power "I alt fresh, modern cities with a wide varicty 
is growing continuously, and today em- ~— and i a ones — multiyct of rcercational facilities as well as uni- 
ploys more cngincers than even at the bombers, the B-+7 and B-52. versitics which provide excellent grad- 
peak of World War IL. ‘That's the kind You'll find a wide range of experi- uate study courses. ‘The company will 

el situation in which positions up aliead ence and contacts available to you at arrange a none wits Wart to peat 

BoP opening up. Boeing fills she Boeing. ‘The aviation industry is mnique Hime for such study oe wil oe omer 
ets wit its own organization, and in its varicty and breadth of application mon upon ri ul completion o 

olds regular merit reviews to give you _from applied research to production — ach quarter’s work. 
steady recognition. design, all going on at once. Bocing For full details on career opportuni- 

As a Bocing engineer you’d be part is constantly alert to new materials and _ tics at Bocing, 
of a team that, for 37 years, has pio- — new techniques, and approaches them consult your PLACEMENT OFFICE, or write 
necred successful, trail-blazing types of without limitations. In addition, — soHN ¢. SANDERS, Staff Engineer — Personnel 
airplancs. You could look toward a Bocing’s vast subcontracting program— Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle 14, Washington 
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Richmond Station of the Philadelphia Electric Co. 

Weeks of work shrink to days as 

Aero Service Corporation takes stereo pictures Graduates in the physical sciences and in engineering 
of the coal piles at a utility’s 10 storage sites—reports find photography an increasingly valuable tool in their 

the fuel reserves on a single inventory date at new occupations. Its expanding use has also created 
95% | st th ith oth thod many challenging opportunities at Kodak, especially in 

‘07 lower cost than with other methods the development of large-scale chemical processes and 
the design of complex precision mechanical-electronic 

Tt used to take a surveying crew weeks to measure and equipment. Whether you are a recent graduate or a qual- 
figure the contents of the Philadelphia Electric Co.’s big fied returning service man, if you are interested in these 
coal piles. Now a camera and an airplane work together _ 9pportunities, write to Business & Technical Personnel 
to cut the time to days. Overlapping pictures are taken Dept., Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y. 
from the air. Then with stereo plotting equipment the 
volume of the heap is calculated. Acro Service Corporation takes its stereo photographs and 

a ‘ a z atieal {, translates them into a contour map of 1-foot Streamlining the inventory job is a natural for pho- ily, intervals. Each 1-foot stratum of the coal pile tography. It’s being used to count metal rods, automotive can then be measured with a planimeter 
parts, telephone calls as well as tons of coal. But pho- and its volume computed. 
tography works for business in many other ways as well 
—saving time, reducing error, cutting costs, improving ———— 
production. 

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y.
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Madison, Wisconsin & N G I N E E R S$ HERE'S AN 

Gneiltalion Fo Sucee SrUMMIONM FO SUCCESS...» 

GENERAL ELECTRIC'S 

| 

Opening the doors to challenging careers—as SALES ENGI- LK QT" an a 

NEERS APPLICATION ENGINEERS—-PRODUCT = SPECIAL- = Kaien, Y q a4 
ISTS.-G.E.’s Sales Engineering Program is an invitation to success rr - ie. \ A 

to all young engineers who want to combine engineering know-how epee A | 
ith ¢ ig vari : ! é an \ 4 

with contact work ... who wanta career that is varied, challenging al Oe bel ‘ 
... who want long-range advancement opportunities limited only _ Zz er i 

i ivi ¢ srformance x 4 os Pua by individual pe rformance. e © oe My Hi ai 

e a |) spn ED ROTERATAR . . . i ‘ weil’ 
ON-THE-JOB EXPERIENCE . . . provides you with outstanding _ \ ce ih 

training in industry sales techniques, market characteristics, sales : » 

plans and policies, product engineering work, industry engineering. oS - 

@as a Sales Engineer you will learn from some of the nation’s — 4 Sales Program man learns how good design makes 
: . . é sales easier. 
finest industrial salesmen. 

@as a Product Specialist you will work with some of the most aS Ne Ms 1, 
ingenious men in the electrical industry. Vy RyRy ~~ 4 P 

: : A Pe Ge an a 
@as an Application Engineer you will learn how to solve intricate ie ee rs a 

customer problems from some of the most experienced men in oa .. ae i " oy 

ox ‘ ie 
INTEGRATED CLASSWORK COURSES ... are designed to gsi ae . 4 p4h, 

. ‘Peal E . % 7 se baie 3 OK 
give you information for good daily job performance and a sound UM ff (A. 

background for positions of greater responsibility. Courses in sales & ei eG i a 8 | 8 I J t f ae 
methods, apparatus marketing, business fundamentals, etc., supple- |, halls > 

ment your on-the-job experience and provide excellent advancement Vo ve i i. a 

opportunities, Asa specialty salesman you'll have a chance to work 
with young companies, to help them grow to be leaders 

. ary opp . in their field. 
COMPLETING THE PROGRAM .... means you may go to one murs | 

of G.E.’s many Districts—-with sales offices in 152 key cities in y i goo mr | 
e 7 ° : fe vy & os eg q 

15 states. Or you may prefer assignment to a headquarters opera- ee A oF = mo y 
* S Basa : . : . i y € = @ 

tion. Regardless of your choice, you will be working with some & ~  . Son “ay 
of the most competent men in industry in an interesting, fast- aa. m . i ae ‘, 

moving career-—and you will be building your career with the Pr ~ ~ oo s Nee ay a 

leader of the fastest growing industry in America! eos. Al ot Ay py ON 

( & ig oe Os ’ a | 
os a a A eee 

OM a 60Otsid : 

For more information see your college placement officer or write: _ oO Oe 

College Editor _. ios Mee cl 

Dept. 2-123 re a Kd F.C 
General Electric Co. : — = 

Schenectady 5, N. Y. On-the-job training in design or commercial sections 
' gives excellent opportunity to learn engineering, ap- 

plication, marketing of G.E. apparatus products.
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